Executive summary

The City of Newcastle (CN) undertakes a community survey on a quarterly (every three
months) basis to better understand key issues, community needs and priorities regarding the
services and facilities provided by the City.
The December 2019 summer edition is the sixth survey in this program. A total of 598 people
took part.
Results

Usage of Parks in City of Newcastle
Respondents were asked to indicate their usage level of any parks in City of Newcastle in the
past 12 months. Principal observations:
•
•
•
•

Over 9 in 10 (92%) have said that they have visited at least one park in the last 12
months.
Nearly 1 in 2 (46%) are frequent visitors/ users of parks in the area, visiting a park on
a weekly basis.
Over 6 in 10 (63%) would usually visit a park with family/ friends and 1 in 3 would visit
with a child.
Over 9 in 10 (95%) of non-visitors of parks have said they have no reason to do so
while 14% have said physical barriers or accessibility issues as a reason for not visiting
any parks in the last 12 months.

Views towards Parks in City of Newcastle
Respondents were then asked to rate the importance of various features to have in parks
and their overall level of satisfaction towards several aspects of parks in CN.
Respondents have rated provision of shade and shelters and provision of toilets relatively
higher in importance compared to the other aspects asked in the survey:
•
•
•

59% of respondents have rated provision of shade and shelters as ‘very important’, with
an overall average rating of 4.7 out of 5 in terms of being important.
56% of respondents have rated provision of toilets as ‘very important’, giving this aspect
an overall average rating of 4.6 out of 5 in terms of being important.
The detailed importance ratings for all aspects asked in the survey can be viewed in
Table 5.

Over 8 in 10 are very satisfied or satisfied with the overall maintenance and cleanliness of
parks in CN. Ratings of other aspects asked in the survey can be seen in Table 6.
When asked to provide suggestions or general comments for parks in CN, provision of
shaded areas (16%) and maintenance of grounds (11%) in parks are some of the top of
mind suggestions raised by respondents.

Usage of Playgrounds in City of Newcastle
Respondents were asked to indicate their usage level of any playgrounds in City of Newcastle
in the past 12 months. Principal observations:
•

Just over half (53%) respondents claimed that they have visited at least one
playground in the last year.

•

Over 1 in 3 (33%) would visit playgrounds on a weekly basis, with 1 in 2 (51%) visiting
a playground once a month or less often.

•

7 in 10 (72%) of respondents said that they would visit playgrounds with a child
followed by 5 in 10 (53%) saying they tend to visit with family or friends.

•

Nearly all (96%) of those who have not visited any playgrounds in the past year have
cited that there was no reason for them to visit any.

Views towards Playgrounds in City of Newcastle
Respondents were asked to rate the importance of various features to have in playgrounds
and their overall level of satisfaction towards several aspects of playgrounds in CN.
In rating level of importance:
•

•

•

Provision of shade and shelters is rated far higher compared to other measures
asked in the survey, with 79% of respondents regarding this aspect as ‘very
important’ and a further 20% rating this as ‘important’, giving the overall average
rating of 4.9 out of 5 in importance.
This is followed by provision of public toilets, with 64% rating this aspect as ‘very
important’ and 28% saying this is ‘important’, giving the overall average rating of 4.7
out of 5 in importance.
Availability of seating also generated an overall average rating of 4.7 out of 5 in
importance, whereby 56% rating this aspect as ‘very important’ and 38% saying this
is ‘important’.

Full list of items surveyed and responses to each can be viewed in Table 9.

When asked to provide level of satisfaction:
•
•

Nearly 8 in 10 (79%) of respondents are very satisfied or satisfied with the overall
maintenance and cleanliness of playgrounds in CN.
By comparison to other aspects asked in survey, only 48% of respondents have said
that they are currently very satisfied or satisfied with the provision of shade/ shelters

at playgrounds. Given this is rated as the most important for playgrounds in relative
to other aspects asked, this is recommended as a priority consideration for future
planning of playground updates.
Full list of items surveyed and responses to each can be viewed in Table 10.

Provision of shaded areas (11%) and availability of equipment to suit all ages maintenance
of grounds (10%) in playgrounds are two of the top suggestions raised by respondents.
Other suggestions can be viewed in Figure 10.

Usage of Pools in City of Newcastle
When respondents were asked about their usage of pools or swimming centres in the past 12
months:
•

less than half (47%) claimed that they have visited a pool in the area.

•

Lambton pool is the most visited/ used, with over 7 in 10 of respondents saying they
have visited this location. Mayfield and Wallsend each has over 2 in 10 respondents
claiming they have visited or used these pools.

•

nearly 2 in 10 are weekly visitors/ users of CN pools while almost half (48%) of
respondents visited/ used any of the pools only once or twice in the past 12 months.

Among non-users of pools, nearly 9 in 10 (86%) have cited that there was no reason for them
to visit any.

Views towards Pools in City of Newcastle
In terms of importance ratings towards various features in pools:
•

•

•

Provision of shade is rated far higher in importance than other aspects surveyed, with
nearly 7 in 10 (69%) respondents rating this as ‘very important’, giving an overall
average rating of 4.9 out of 5 in importance.
This is followed by off-street and accessible parking whereby over 1 in 2 (54%) rating
this as ‘very important’, bringing the overall average rating of 4.7 out of 5 in
importance.
Learn to swim classes had 47% of respondents considering this as ‘very important’.
This aspect averaged at 4.4. out of 5 in importance.

Full list of features asked in the survey and the importance ratings to each can be seen
in Table 13.
When asked about satisfaction levels:
• Customer service at the pools has relatively higher satisfaction score, with over 7 in
10 (73%) respondents saying that they are either ‘very satisfied’ or ‘satisfied’ with the

•

level of service received, giving this aspect an average of 4.3 out of 5 in satisfaction
rating.
73% of respondents have said that they are very satisfied or satisfied with the overall
maintenance/ cleanliness of the pools they visited, with an average of 4.2 out of 5
satisfaction rating achieved.

Respondents of the survey also had the opportunity to provide a general comment or
suggestions towards CN pools.
•
•

Nearly 1 in 4 respondents (24%) are happy with current pool offering as is.
If anything, there are suggestions to have the pools open all year round, provision
of shaded area and lowering entry fees are some of the other ideas raised (see
Figure 17 for other suggestions provided).
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1 Introduction
The City of Newcastle (CN) undertakes a community survey on a quarterly (every three
months) basis to better understand key issues, community needs and priorities regarding the
services and facilities provided by the City.
The September 2019 spring edition of the survey is the sixth survey in this program.

2 Methodology
Data collection
The online survey was available to be undertaken from Monday 25 November to Monday 9
December 2019, inclusive.
In total, 598 participants took part in the survey.

Survey promotion
The survey was widely promoted through social and traditional media channels. Members of
the City's community reference panel Newcastle Voice were also sent email invitations to take
part in the survey.

Data handling
Data handling and analysis was carried out using the City's online survey software. All
responses are de-identified to ensure the anonymity of respondents, and open-ended

responses are edited only for grammar. If more than 100 open ended responses are submitted,
they are coded by like theme. See Appendix II Verbatim Comments for verbatim responses.

Data weighting
The sampling process outlined herein is a self-selecting sample, which is a non-probability
sampling technique. While this approach is more cost and time effective than a probability
sampling (e.g. random sampling), there is likely to be a degree of self-selection bias in the
results. This is especially true among broad community respondents who may choose to
complete the survey because they have strong views on the topic one way or the other.
Similarly, using a self-selection sampling technique may limit the representativeness of the
sample. To help overcome this, the data has been weighted post-collection to reflect the
distribution across the wards of the population (25% each ward).

How to read this report
2.5.1 Assessment scales
In the report and tables that follow a number of conventions have been established for the
purpose of presenting the survey results.
In the survey respondents were presented with a five-point scale for the assessment of:
•
•
•

Overall satisfaction with CN waste services
Satisfaction with a range of CN waste services residents have used/ experienced with
Level of agreement towards a range of aspects around CN Community Recycling

The scales for these questions were kept at five-point intervals to maintain consistency with
‘performance-based’ assessments of services in other CN surveys and to maintain
comparability as much as possible across similar databases.
The scales were constructed as follows:
Table 1: Construction of scales

IMPORTANCE
1=
2=
3=
4=
5=

SATISFACTION

Very unimportant
Unimportant
Neither important nor unimportant
Important
Very important

1=Very unsatisfied
2= Unsatisfied
3=Neither satisfied nor
unsatisfied
4=Satisfied
5=Very satisfied
Respondents could provide a response of don't know/NA if they could not rate a statement

A neither score of 3 out of 5 suggests a neutral opinion, i.e. no strong feelings either way.

2.5.2 Mean scores
The numeric values from the scales (1 to 5) were converted to an overall average (mean)
score. This scale is calculated only for those who responded using the 1 to 5 scale - it does
not include non-scale responses. An example of the calculation of a satisfaction score follows.
All scales outlined above follow the same method for calculating mean scores.
Table 2: Mean score calculation

Response
Scale

Number
responses

1=very unsatisfied
2=unsatisfied
3=neither
4=satisfied
5=very satisfied

30
60
80
170
80

Don't know/NA

80

Total

500

of Response scale x
Score
number of responses
1x30
2x60
3x80
4x170
5x80
Not
included
calculation
1,470

in

The score is calculated
by dividing 1,470 by
the
number
of
responses uses (420 in
this case): 1,470/420
Score = 3.5

To obtain a score of 5.0 ALL respondents who gave them a rating would have to have
answered '5', i.e. answered strongly agree, very satisfied etc. as applicable. Therefore, a
higher rating represents a relatively more favourable response.

2.5.3 Interpretation
In interpreting the scores, it should be remembered that:
•
•

The higher the score, the higher the level of agreement, satisfaction etc.
A satisfaction score of greater than 3 indicates that, on balance, residents were
satisfied (the same interpretation applies to the agreement scale).

When interpreting the results, the distribution of ratings and the score need to be considered
together not individually. For example, ratings which are evenly spread over the 1 to 5 scale
may yield the same mean score as those which are relatively polarised at either end of the
scale. The policy implications for these contrasting distributions are very different, despite the
fact that they received the same score.

3 Survey findings
City of Newcastle park usage and views towards parks
3.1.1 Usage of parks in City of Newcastle (CN)
Respondents were first asked about their park usage in the past 12 months.
•

9 in 10 (92%) respondents claimed that they have visited at least one park in the last
year. See results shown in Figure 1, with top five parks or locations of parks visited as
shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.

•

Nearly 1 in 2 would visit parks on a weekly basis, with over 6 in 10 visiting with family
or friends (see results shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively).

•

Over 9 in 10 (95%) of those who have not visited any parks in the past year have said
that there was no reason for them to visit followed by over 1 in 10 (14%) citing physical
barriers (accessibility issues). There were 6% who have given safety concerns as a
reason for their non-visit (see Figure 4).

Figure 1: Visited any parks in Newcastle in the past 12 months (n=598)

Yes

No

92%

8%

Table 3: Top 5 parks visited in past 12 months

Top 5 parks visited (n=549)
King Edward
Foreshore Park
Civic Park
Dixon Park
Centennial Park

15%
13%
7%
7%
5%

Table 4: Top 5 suburbs/ locations of parks visited in past 12 months

Top 5 suburbs/ locations visited (n=549)
Lambton
Newcastle
New Lambton
Islington
Blackbutt

32%
25%
14%
13%
12%

Figure 2: Frequency of park visits (n=556)

Weekly

46%

Once a fortnight

15%

Once a month

13%

Every couple of months

14%

Once or twice over 12 months

12%

Figure 3: Who with when visiting parks (n=556)

With friends/family

63%

With a child

32%

On your own

31%

With a dog

29%

Part of a sports group

9%

Figure 4: Reasons for not visiting any parks (n=42)

I've had no need to visit

95%

Physical barrier - I can't participate due to barriers
(infrastructure does not meet my needs)

14%

I don't feel safe

I am not aware of any parks in my area

6%

0%

3.1.2 Views towards parks in City of Newcastle (CN)
Respondents were then asked to rate the importance of various features to have in parks
and their overall level of satisfaction towards several aspects of parks in CN.
•

•
•

Provision of toilets and shade and shelters are rated relatively higher in importance to
respondents, followed by proximity to where they live and availability of seating areas
(refer to Table 5).
Over 8 in 10 are very satisfied or satisfied with the overall maintenance and
cleanliness of parks in CN (Table 6).
Provision of shaded areas (16%) and maintenance of grounds (11%) in parks are
some of the top suggestions raised by respondents (Figure 5).

Table 5: Importance rating towards specific park features (n=556)
Very
important
(5)

Important

(3)

Unimportant
(2)

Very unimportant
(1)

(4)

Proximity to where you live

52%

34%

12%

2%

0%

4.5

Proximity to public transport

13%

24%

30%

23%

9%

3.2

Shade and shelters

59%

36%

4%

1%

0%

4.7

Seating

47%

40%

10%

2%

1%

4.5

Accessible pathways

46%

35%

13%

4%

2%

4.3

A range of play equipment for
various ages and abilities

37%

31%

20%

5%

6%

4.0

Fenced playgrounds

16%

23%

35%

16%

8%

3.3

Picnic tables

22%

49%

21%

4%

3%

4.0

BBQ facilities

13%

29%

40%

11%

6%

3.4

Provision of public toilets

56%

34%

8%

2%

0%

4.6

Provision of recreational sporting
facilities e.g basketball courts,
skate parks

15%

30%

33%

14%

7%

3.4

Fenced off-leash dog area

19%

18%

27%

17%

16%

3.1

Parking

30%

40%

20%

6%

4%

4.0

Aspects:

Neither

Mean
score

Table 6: Overall satisfaction towards parks in CN (n=556)
Very
satisfied
(5)

Satisfied

Neither

(4)

Maintenance and cleanliness of
parks

28%

Facilities within parks
Shade provided within parks

Aspects:

(3)

Unsatisfied
(2)

Very unsatisfied
(1)

55%

7%

7%

3%

4.1

12%

51%

19%

16%

3%

3.7

9%

39%

23%

24%

5%

3.4

Figure 5: Suggestions towards parks (n=556)

More shade

16%

Maintenance of grounds

11%

Generally happy

10%

More trees

10%

Fair public access for multiple uses

8%

Variety of play equiptment for all ages

6%

More bins and rubbish control

6%

Maintenance of amenities

5%

[Only mentions of ≥5% are shown]

Mean
score

City of Newcastle playground usage and views towards
playgrounds
3.2.1 Usage of playgrounds in City of Newcastle (CN)
Respondents were first asked about their usage of playgrounds in the past 12 months.
•

Just over half (53%) respondents claimed that they have visited at least one
playground in the last year. See results shown in Figure 6, with top five playgrounds
or locations of playgrounds visited as shown in Table 7 and Table 8 respectively.

•

Over 1 in 3 would visit playgrounds on a weekly basis, with over 1 in 2 visiting a
playground once a month or less often, see Figure 7.

•

72% of respondents said would visit playgrounds with a child followed by 53% with
family or friends (see results shown in Figure 8).

•

Nearly all (96%) of those who have not visited any playgrounds in the past year have
cited that there was no reason for them to visit any (see Figure 9).

Figure 6: Visited any playgrounds in Newcastle in the past 12 months (n=598)

Yes

No

53%

47%

Table 7: Top 5 playgrounds visited in past 12 months

Top 5 playgrounds visited (n=323)
Dixon Park
Centennial Park
King Edward
Foreshore Park
Jesmond Park

6%
5%
5%
4%
4%

Table 8: Top 5 suburbs/ locations of playgrounds visited in past 12 months

Top 5 suburbs/ locations visited (n=323)
Lambton
Blackbutt
Cooks Hill
Adamstown
Hamilton

18%
16%
11%
7%
7%

Figure 7: Frequency of playground visits (n=323)

Weekly

33%

Once a fortnight

15%

Once a month

21%

Every couple of months

18%

Once or twice over 12 months

12%

Figure 8: Who with when visiting playgrounds (n=323)

With a child

72%

With friends/family

53%

With a dog

16%

On your own

Part of a sports group

11%

3%

Figure 9: Reasons for not visiting any playgrounds (n=275)

I've had no need to visit

96%

I am not aware of any playgrounds in my area

2%

Physical barrier - I can't participate due to barriers
(infrastructure does not meet my needs)

2%

I don't feel safe

0%

3.2.2 Views towards playgrounds in City of Newcastle (CN)
Respondents were then asked to rate the importance of various features to have in
playgrounds and their overall level of satisfaction towards several aspects of playgrounds in
CN.
•
•
•

•

Provision of shade and shelters is rated far higher in importance compared to other
measures, followed by availability of seating and public toilets (refer to Table 9).
Nearly 8 in 10 (79%) are very satisfied or satisfied with the overall maintenance and
cleanliness of playgrounds in CN (
Table 10).
By contrast only under 1 in 2 (48%) are currently very satisfied or satisfied with the
provision of shade/ shelters at playgrounds.
Provision of shaded areas (11%) and availability of equipment to suit all ages
maintenance of grounds (10%) in playgrounds are two of the top suggestions raised
by respondents (Figure 10).

Table 9: Importance rating towards specific playground features (n=323)
Very
important
(5)

Important

Neither
(3)

Unimportant
(2)

Very unimportant
(1)

(4)

Shade and shelter

79%

20%

0%

0%

0%

4.9

Seating

56%

38%

4%

1%

0%

4.7

Accessible pathways

48%

36%

11%

3%

2%

4.4

Accessible play equipment

54%

35%

8%

2%

1%

4.5

Seesaws

17%

37%

37%

5%

3%

3.7

Fenced playgrounds

25%

32%

28%

11%

3%

3.8

Picnic / BBQ facilities

18%

32%

42%

7%

1%

3.7

Provision of public toilets

64%

28%

7%

1%

0%

4.7

Parking

37%

35%

19%

5%

3%

4.1

Very unsatisfied
(1)

Aspects:

Mean
score

Table 10: Overall satisfaction towards playgrounds in CN (n=323)
Very
satisfied
(5)

Satisfied

Neither

(4)

(3)

Unsatisfied
(2)

Maintenance and cleanliness of
playgrounds

26%

53%

8%

10%

3%

4.0

Range of equipment available

17%

50%

19%

12%

2%

3.8

Shade provided at the
playgrounds

11%

37%

17%

29%

6%

3.3

Softfall/ground surfacing

16%

49%

26%

8%

3%

3.8

Aesthetics (look)

15%

50%

24%

9%

3%

3.8

Aspects:

Mean
score

Figure 10: Suggestions towards playgrounds (n=323)

More shade

11%

Variety of fun play equiptment for all ages

Generally happy

10%

7%

Seating/tables

5%

Brand new upgraded toilets

4%

Fair public access for multiple uses

4%

More bins and rubbish control

4%

[Only mentions of ≥4% are shown]

3.2.3 Awareness towards playground updates
When asked if they were aware of any playgrounds that have been updated in the last 12
months:
•
•

Over 1 in 2 (55%) respondents said they were aware of a playground that have been
updated (see Figure 11).
The top 5 playgrounds and suburbs/ locations where a playground have been
updated as cited by respondents can be seen in Table 11 and Table 12 respectively.

Figure 11: Awareness towards playground updates (n=323)

Yes

55%

No

Don’t know

31%

14%

Table 11: Top 5 playgrounds updated in past 12 months

Top 5 playgrounds updated (n=167)
Centennial park
Richley reserve
Nesca
Smith park
Graham Park

7%
5%
3%
2%
2%

Table 12: Top 5 suburbs/ locations of playgrounds updated in past 12 months

Top 5 suburbs/ locations updated (n=167)
Stockton
Blackbutt
Lambton
Adamstown
Hamilton North

32%
14%
9%
7%
7%

City of Newcastle pool/ swimming centre usage and views
towards the pools/ centres
3.3.1 Usage of swimming pools in City of Newcastle (CN)
Respondents were first asked about their usage of pools in the past 12 months.
•

Less than half (47%) of respondents claimed that they have visited any of CN
swimming pools in the last year, see results shown in Figure 12.

•

Lambton pool is the most popular with over 7 in 10 of respondents saying they have
visited this location. Mayfield and Wallsend each has over 2 in 10 respondents claiming
they have visited these. See results in Figure 13.

•

Nearly 2 in 10 are weekly visitors/ users of CN pools while almost half (48%) of
respondents visited/ used any of the pools only once or twice in the past 12 months,
see

•

Figure 14.

•

Respondents would usually visit the pool either with family/ friends and/ or with a child
(see results shown in Figure 15).

•

Nearly 9 in 10 (86%) of those who have not visited any pools in the past year have
cited that there was no reason for them to visit any (see Figure 16).

Figure 12: Visited any pools in Newcastle in the past 12 months (n=598)

Yes

47%

No

53%

Figure 13: Swimming pools visited (n=275)
Lambton, Durham Road

73%

Mayfield, Ingall Street

23%

Wallsend, Frances Street

22%

Stockton, Pitt Street
Beresfield, Andersen Drive
Don't know

10%
6%
1%

Figure 14: Frequency of pool visits (n=358)

Weekly

19%

Once a fortnight

10%

Once a month

9%

Every couple of months

14%

Once or twice over 12 months

48%

Figure 15: Who with when visiting swimming pools (n=358)

With friends/family

47%

On your own

43%

With a child

37%

Figure 16: Reasons for not visiting any pools (n=258)

I've had no need to visit

86%

I am not aware of any pools in my area

3%

Physical barrier - I can't participate due to barriers
(infrastructure does not meet my needs)

3%

I don't feel safe

Did not answer

1%

8%

3.3.2 Views towards pools in City of Newcastle (CN)
Respondents were then asked to rate the importance of various features to have in pools
and their overall level of satisfaction towards several aspects of pools in CN.
•

•

•

Provision of shade is rated far higher in importance with nearly 7 in 10 (69%)
respondents rating this as ‘very important’. This is followed by off-street and
accessible parking whereby over 1 in 2 (54%) rating this as ‘very important’.
47% of respondents have said that learn to swim classes are ‘very important’ (refer to
Table 13).
Over 7 in 10 (73%) are very satisfied or satisfied with the customer service received
at the pools they visited in CN and with the overall maintenance/ cleanliness of the
pools (Table 14).
Nearly 1 in 4 respondents (24%) are happy with current pool offering as is. If
anything, there are suggestions to have the pools open all year round. Provision of
shaded area and lowering entry fees are some of the other suggestions raised
(Figure 17).

Table 13: Importance rating towards specific pool features (n=358)
Very
important
(5)

Important

(3)

Unimportant
(2)

Very unimportant
(1)

(4)

Heated pool (open all year round)

35%

37%

15%

8%

1%

4.2

Kiosks with barista-made coffee
and teas, and light meals
Facilities for children’s birthday
parties

14%

34%

30%

11%

6%

3.6

10%

31%

36%

14%

6%

3.4

Playground equipment

10%

33%

33%

15%

5%

3.5

Gym equipment

5%

12%

39%

29%

11%

2.8

Interactive water play areas

15%

44%

26%

7%

4%

3.8

Picnic/BBQ facilities

18%

45%

23%

7%

4%

3.9

Shade

69%

25%

2%

1%

1%

4.9

Fitness
classes
e.g.
aqua
aerobics, adult swim squads

17%

34%

30%

11%

5%

3.7

Learn to swim classes

47%

28%

13%

5%

4%

4.4

Swimming squads

19%

33%

28%

10%

5%

3.6

Water slide

10%

26%

43%

13%

6%

3.4

School Sport programs; including
school carnivals

33%

30%

23%

5%

5%

4.0

Large pool inflatables

4%

22%

38%

20%

11%

3.0

Heated showers

34%

41%

15%

5%

1%

4.3

Off-street and accessible parking

54%

35%

5%

2%

2%

4.7

Aspects:

Neither

Mean
score

Table 14: Overall satisfaction towards pools in CN (n=358)
Very
satisfied
(5)

Satisfied
(4)

Customer service at the pools

25%

48%

Maintenance and cleanliness of
the pools
Range of activities available e.g.
giant inflatables, interactive water
play, water slides, birthday parties
Facilities available e.g.
playgrounds, BBQs, shade
Programs available e.g. learn to
swim, swim squad coaching,
water polo, aqua aerobics

21%

Aesthetics (look)

Aspects:

(3)

Unsatisfied
(2)

Very unsatisfied
(1)

25%

1%

1%

4.3

52%

22%

4%

2%

4.2

12%

32%

52%

3%

1%

3.8

11%

41%

39%

7%

1%

3.8

13%

31%

49%

5%

2%

3.8

14%

46%

29%

9%

2%

3.9

Neither

Figure 17: Suggestions towards pools (n=358)

No/nothing/overall happy

24%

Very good

5%

Have a facility open year round

4%

Too expensive/cost too much

3%

Staff good - positive comments

3%

Are important/vital/community assets

3%

Keep entry fees low / subsidised

3%

Need more shelters/shade

3%

Pool cleanliness - poor/require maintennance

3%

update changerooms and toilets

3%

Needs updating generally

3%

[Only mentions of ≥3% are shown]

Mean
score

Demographics
The tables below show the demographic breakdown of the survey sample.
Figure 18: Gender

Male

46%

Female
Transgender/Intersex/Other
Prefer not to say

52%
0%
3%

Table 15: Age range

Age range
16-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75+
Prefer not to answer

%
1%
1%
1%
4%
7%
9%
8%
10%
11%
12%
16%
13%
7%
3%

Figure 19: Location
100%

95%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

3%

0%

2%

Hunter

NSW

Other

0%

Newcastle

Figure 20: Ward
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

41%

40%

25%

30%

23%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%

Ward 1

Ward 2

Ward 3

Ward 4

Other

Note: Data was weighted so that each ward's results are equally represented (25% per ward).

Appendix I Questionnaire
Quarterly Community Survey Questions – Theme: Parks, Playgrounds and Inland Pools

Welcome to City of Newcastle's (CN) quarterly community survey program. Every
three months we seek feedback on a range of City initiatives, facilities and services.
The survey will take approximately 8-10 minutes to complete.
CN has a diverse range of open spaces. Looking after these spaces helps us to
create 'Vibrant and Activated Public Places' - a key strategic direction expressed by
the community during the development of Newcastle 2030 – our Community
Strategic Plan.
This survey is broken down into 3 sections – parks, playgrounds and inland pools.
Firstly, we’re going to ask you some questions to understand your views on parks
within the Newcastle local government area (LGA)
Q In the past 12 months, have you visited any parks in Newcastle?
Yes, please name the suburb/location:
No (skip logic Q), If no, why not?
Q. On average how many times have you visited these parks?
• Weekly
• Once a Fortnight
• Once a month
• Every couple of months
• Once or twice over 12 months
Q. When you visit our parks are you:
• On your own
• With friends/family
• With a child
• With a dog
• Part of a sports group
• Other:
Q. How important are the following aspects to have in parks?
LIST:
• Proximity to where you live
• Proximity to public transport
• Shade and shelters
• Seating
• Accessible pathways
• A range of play equipment for various ages and abilities
• Fenced playgrounds
• Picnic facilities
• BBQ facilities

•
•
•
•

Provision of public toilets
Provision of recreational sporting facilities e.g. basketball courts, skate parks,
other
Fenced off-leash dog area
Parking

# Very important
# Important
# Neither important nor unimportant
# Unimportant
# Very unimportant
# Don’t know
Q. Overall, how satisfied are you with the following:
• Maintenance and cleanliness of parks
• Facilities within parks
• Shade provided in parks
# Very satisfied
# Satisfied
# Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied
# Unsatisfied
# Very unsatisfied
Q. Do you have any general suggestions or comments about our parks?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We’re going to ask you some questions to understand your views on playgrounds
within the Newcastle local government area (LGA)
Q10. In the past 12 months, have you visited any playgrounds in Newcastle?
Yes, name suburb/location:
No (skip logic Q)
Q11. And, how many times have you visited these playgrounds?
• Weekly
• Once a Fortnight
• Once a month
• Every couple of months
• Once or twice over 12 months
Q12. When you visit our playgrounds are you:
• On your own
• With friends/family
• With a child
• Other:
Q13. How important are the following aspects to have at playgrounds?
LIST:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shade and shelters
Seating
Accessible pathways
Accessible play equipment
Seesaws
Fenced playgrounds
Picnic/BBQ facilities
Provision of public toilets
Parking

# Very important
# Important
# Neither important nor unimportant
# Unimportant
# Very unimportant
# Don’t know
Each year up to five playgrounds are included in Council's annual asset renewal
program. The playgrounds are identified from a biannual playground safety audit
undertaken by CN on all playgrounds across the city.
Q. Are you aware of any playgrounds that have been upgraded within the last
12-months?
Yes – please name:
No
Q. Overall, how satisfied are you with the following:
• Maintenance of playgrounds
• Range of equipment available
• Shade provided at the playgrounds
• Aesthetics (look)
# Very satisfied
# Satisfied
# Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied
# Unsatisfied
# Very unsatisfied
Q. Do you have any general suggestions or comments about our playgrounds?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We’re now going to ask you some questions to understand your views on inland
pools/swimming centres within the Newcastle local government area (LGA)
These questions relate to CN’s 5 swimming centres - in the suburbs of Lambton,
Beresfield, Mayfield, Stockton and Wallsend. (The questions don’t include our ocean
baths.)

Q. In the past 12 months, which if any of the following swimming pools have you
visited?
•
•
•
•

Lambton, Durham Road
Beresfield, Andersen Drive
Mayfield, Ingall Street
Stockton, Pitt Street
Wallsend, Frances Street

+ Don’t Know + None (skip logic Q)
Q. And, in the past 12 months how many times have you visited these swimming
pools?
• Once
• Twice
• Once or twice a month
• Every couple of months
• Weekly
Q. When you visit our swimming pools are you:
• On your own
• With a friends/family
• With a child
• Other:
Q. How important are the following aspects to have at swimming pools:
LIST:
• Heated pool (open all year round)
• Kiosks with barista-made coffee and teas, and light meals
• Facilities for children’s birthday parties
• Playground equipment
• Gym equipment
• Interactive water play areas
• Picnic/BBQ facilities
• Shade
• Fitness classes e.g. aqua aerobics, adult swim squads
• Learn to swim classes
• Swimming squads
• Water slide
• School Sport programs; including school carnivals
• Large pool inflatables
• Heated showers
• Off-street and accessible parking
# Very important
# Important
# Neither important nor unimportant
# Unimportant

# Very unimportant
# Don’t know
Q. And, why have you not visited any swimming pools in Newcastle in the past 12
months?
YES – skip
NO
Q. Overall, how satisfied are you with the following:
• Maintenance of the pools
• Range of activities available e.g. giant inflatables, interactive water play, water
slides, birthday parties
• Facilities available e.g. playgrounds, BBQs, shade
• Programs available e.g. learn to swim, swim squad coaching, water polo,
aqua aerobics
• Aesthetics (look)
# Very satisfied
# Satisfied
# Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied
# Unsatisfied
# Very unsatisfied
# Don’t know
Q. Do you have any general suggestions or comments how we can improve our
swimming pool services and facilities?
Demographics (age, sex, suburb, ward)
Thank you for your participation

Appendix II Verbatim Comments
All verbatim responses are provided in Table 16 to Table 24. Responses have not been edited
in any way apart from profanities or naming of individuals (either Council staff or members of
the public).

Table 16: Reasons for not visiting any parks – Other mentions

Not much to see
moved to port stephens
I live on the beach and don’t have young children
I try to stay out of newcastle wherever possible
Beresfield Park not attractive. Tarro's is has sporting fields. Spend time at Ash Island mote attractive
Plus open space is getting less and less due to over development in the CBD>

Table 17: Who with when visiting any parks – Other mentions
When events are scheduled in these parks like the Speigeltent, the Olive Tree Market, etc, I tend to go as well as just for
leisure at non-event times.
I walk past this park 5 days a week
My wife and I walk regularly ( almost daily) around and through the Lambton park.
landcare group and family
You need to open toilets.
It varies
Parkrun
Markets
Landcare group
I live near some of these parks and walk in them regularly
Which park we go to depends on who I am with
With our grandkids
3 granddaughters
Work
Everyday. I walk, exercised and commute through my parks.
Riding the bikes
And/or class
Daily walk with a dog
Mostly on my own but sometimes with family or friends and I often meet other people, children and pet owners that often
attend the park / reserve - Baseball is dangerous - avoid the area if you can!

Table 18: General suggestions or comments about our parks
Toilets at Islington Park. Upgrade Dangar Park.
It's great when parks have a great mixture.
Paths for kids to ride bikes.
Exercise equipment.
Able to refill water bottles is a big thing.
Glad to see some of the great new play equipment
I think we have wonderful parks in my local area.
Both Lambton Park and Blackbutt are a credit to Council and was a big factor when choosing to buy in the area

more shade, and water facilities
Where signs advise of dogs on leash - this must be enforced. People responsible for dogs control must be held
accountable.
Water fountains would be great
The use of parks for private business needs to be addressed. Parks are for the general public not for private business to
monopolize and make money.
Yes. Put shade over the metal slides in summer. Reduce parking costs at Blackbutt to a max of $5 for the day. Enable
more play in the natural surroundings like making dens in the trees or climbing through the water course as this is the only
real contact with the natural un sanitised world many city kids get. This is where my kids most love to play and on the woodchip piles. They love these.
Bike tracks should link and flow through as many parks as possible.
Sporting grounds need to be watered more often
More trees and more random seating
Have council rangers police irresponsible dog owners who have their dogs off leash or not picking up their dog's excrement.
Mayfiel has few parks and they are generally small. Danger Park is pretty much all sports ground. Litchfiekd Park Park could
have a few more trees.
The play areas need shade cloth and regular maintenance. In centennial park the pathway has dropped and formed a
dangerous hole which has been there for years. The children’s equipment is sometimes broken and it takes months to be
fixed.
More bins please.
Please upgrade Regent Park, New Lambton with improved Playground and Rubbish bin
Well-maintained and are a pleasure to visit
Often parks are focused on young children, while this is good what about the adults. Especially those who don't have
children.
While the number and size of the city's parks are good, their amenities and upkeep are lacking. The release of the latest
Masterplan for Stevenson Park was very welcome (if long overdue), but we haven't seen any progress towards realising
even Stage 1 of the Playground yet. I'm assured that it will happen eventually, but that assurance relates only to Stage 1,
and if this is progress made only after considerable investment of time and energy by both CoN and the local community, I'd
hate to think of what happens when less active processes are followed.
No but I do like the new trees planted at broadmeadow park. Maybe more trees would be good
Parks in Newcastle seem OK to me
Parks are for all people and should not be alienated by being used for major events for many weeks. It is unconscionable
that ratepayers have no or limited access to patks and foreshore pathways that they pay for through their rates.
This is a hard survey to answer, As the parks I visit daily are close to home, toilets and bbqs are not important - just that
they be clean and safe and convenient for some exercise and recreation. Somewhere like Blackbutt is further from home
and often involves a lengthy stay, so need picnic tables and toilets!
Just don't sell them off, like the rest of our property is being sold off in NSW. Public spaces, and buildings, are essential &
cant be replaced once sold to private interests.
Would like to see basketball courts in Ward 1.
Would like to see maintenance scheduled for Park & local trees - cut suckers.
A wider range of play equipment in the inner city parks would be great. Shade cloth that actually shades the play area
would help foreshore park.
Not enough trees
Some of the facilitates are very average and need some improving.
nil
It would be nice, as a ratepayer for post code 2300, to have access to the local parks all year round. Unfortunately, we are
excluded from access to Horseshoe Beach, can't use the park in front of it and have very limited access to the foreshore
park for 2+ months each year so that the Super Cars event can be set up. Then, when they go, the park is left littered with
100s of plastic ties, and other small rubbish.
Generally well looked after
Why can't we have a Speers Point-style childrens playground in the Newcastle CBD?
We would love to see more parks with play equipment, shade provision, toilet and bubbler facilities.
Better lighting at night
Stop chopping down shade trees. Trim them instead. Parks are enjoyed by elderly folk too. Please make our parks, our
town and recreational spaces for all ages. Stop dispossessing the aged people whose taxes helped built this town.
Facilities are lacking when compared to other councils. Playgrounds are very basic if they exist. NCC lacks foresight in
planning for them, more concerned about dog owners.
They are generally well maintained - the improvements at Blackbutt, particularly at Richleys reserve are outstanding
Keep them and keep them maintained
no

More shade
Plant more trees on the perimeters - its an investment in the future. Thank you for the bubbler.
Keep doing great things for our Community, and thank you for all your work.
More fitness equipment. Not everyone has a dog or children the parks seem to be targetting.
Accessibility for wheelchair & scooters
Flat no broken pavements
No
Building construction storage os diggers and pipes was very disruptive.. A time line would have been helpful. You treat the
use of public space as your right and rate payers are just supposed to live with it. Disruption to access and noise is only
acceptable in the short term. Rate rebates need to be considered or free flow of information is essential..
I've been using the Dixon Park off leash area for over 10 years, 4 time per week. There used to be a bench at the top of the
park, which was removed to make the garden and never replaced, though we were told it would be. The park needs softball
around the dog water bowl, and the park needs to be re-turfed since its been so utterly neglected for so many years. The
dogs have dug up areas where there's no grass. Not the fault of the dogs. They don't dig where there IS grass. The park
is full of trip hazards now. It needs water and maintenance to address the neglect of the past 7 years. It is a GREAT
community-building space and it deserves more resourcing and attention from Council.
Some parks could do with more shelter. Dogs should be allowed to be off-leash at Learmonth park when there are no
sporting events on. We pay rates and the park could have multiple uses. People that don't pick up dog poo won't pick up
poo if on a leash or not.
Is it possible to incorporate more fountains and water features? I like the fountains at Pacific Park and the new ones at The
Signal Box.
People letting their dog poo in the parks should be more closely monitored. Walking in Lambton park in the mornings, you
can smell it, usually left right beside the path.
More gym and exercise equipment.
Parks are an important part of my life and local community. In this heavily modified post industrial city natural parks are few
and far between. We need more natural spaces.
City dwellers throughout the world also need quiet natural spaces to recover, relax and inspire. We need time out from all
the cars and people around us. We do not need more things in our parks like barbecues, buildings, signs and fenced areas.
I am not alone in wanting more natural spaces.
The outcome of removing light rail at Queens Wharf is a Very poor quality urban landscape that has alienated me from the
city and beaches.
This alienation is compounded by the effect of Supercars both in concept /vision and physical infrastructure.
After 25 years of living in the City, I have never been so alienated from my city beaches and parks, and despondent about
the future direction of the City.
As an urban environment I feel the City is leaping backwards in time, not forwards.
Whatever happened to “Liveable City”?
Or is my neighbourhood now simply a playground for corporate interests at the expense of urban life?
Does anyone in Council care anymore about City Residents and “Liveable City”?
No
More garbage bins. Ensure they are collected very regularly.
The street garbage bins that adorn Jubilee Park in Carrington and along the main street are an abomination. It is an insult to
the heritage of Carrington that the Council would deem these ugly, cheap, rubbish bins an acceptable replacement for the
original bins.
Garden maintenance is really lacking and the council is removing much lower planting rather than properly maintaining it.
The planting between the light rail is an absolute disgrace with Knee high weeds proliferating and the plants all dying
through lack of maintenance.
Not really (age group relevant to my answer)
Recent upgrades across the LGA are very impressive and a credit to council staff.
Sports user groups should not bar access to toilets. They should be open everyday.
Fences and locked gates should be removed from playing fields.
The results of park audits and progress of planned works should be communicated to the residential community the park is
within.
Council parking and dog rangers should visit parks more regularly.
Park committee membership should be reviewed and local resident representation improved.

Why is Foreshore Park handed over to a private company to take possession of and trash? Unbelievable. Unacceptable.
So much distress caused to so many and CON cares not one bit. The good faith with council is at an all time low regarding
parks (and many other things). What a shame.
Yes more maintainance
More dedicated dog parks
The Lambton Park dog park should proceed
More shade is critical
Some parks need wheelchair access, also water Bubblers, access to water for dogs.
Parking Fees at Blackbutt Reserve. Are they really necessary??????
Generally well maintained and good places to visit.
little evidence of vandalism and graffiti
Parks should have more seating and bbq areas. More shaded picnic areas. More clean toilets. More than two swings. It
would be nice if places like foreshore park had a cafe for parents/ grandparents etc to get a coffee or bite with children while
watching them play. This also could be run with an appropriate tafe courses, as it is a beautiful area to sit and watch the
water and ships coming in and out of the harbour. I do not let my children go to the park near marketplace at Newcastle
west as there is a lot of drinking and inappropriate behaviour.
Make Tarro park more useful multi purpose and access
More trees needed
Free parking please especially at Blackbutt's reserves.
Not enough public toilets at the parks
Replace the 250 mature native hibiscus and bring back the birds to foreshore park
There are only a few public parks that have public toilets within easy walking distance of the playground. And while fencing
is no longer a priority for my children since they are older (school aged) and know not to run off, I remember when they were
younger how disappointed I was that there were not more parks with fencing - this is important to have.
Provision of some more shade/cover for protection from sun and rain
More please
The treed shade is very important also that the play equipment is in good condition and not broken.
More trees & shaded areas
Encourage dog owners to pick up poo
I think it would be good to have a few parks which had permanent hard fixed stalls for market holders. Like The Rocks in
Sydney.
No
Good to have some more dog friendly areas off leash
Merewether to Bar Beach well maintained
Where are your long range tree planters?!! You keep cutting them down on the Foreshore for Supercars each year, it seems
lots of stoopid little trees get planted, not the kind which take 20 years to mature and provide proper shade.
Disabled access must be a premium with disabled parking nearby.
Focus on safe leash free areas.
Pilkington park on Henry st needs urgent brush cutting to make it safe to use.
What happened to the exercise equipement behind Nobby's surf club on YOUR race track
Better parking eg. we used to regularly visit Jesmond park but it is now impossible to park there.
Toilets are either non existent or locked.
Think the parks are well maintained although Council staff have told me that all they do is pick up rubbish left by the public!
It would be nice if the bins were cleaned regularly as they are sometimes smelly particularly where they are close to the
barbecue areas.
More trees! When visiting Civic Park and Henderson Park, it is 5-10 degrees cooler under the trees.
My local park is used as a offleash dog park (even though there is a sign saying otherwise.) Seats, toilets ( clean) and
safety with night lighting if the park has paths through it.
With the increase in inner city dwellings, there is a greater need for free recreational areas, such as parks , and as the dog
population seems to be growing exponentially, "dog parks" are few and far between.
Toilets should be maintained sometimes upgraded. Also hand cleaning substances e.g.. soap is essential please.
Require more shade trees and areas
Less crowding in of amenities and facilities like skate parks, children's play equipment leaving little open space

The park in Stevenson park is disgracefulness and very dangerous for kids, we have been told on the 29 Aug 2017 there
would be a new park built but still nothing has happen. the playground had been repair with duct tape at one stage and the
monkey bars were replace with rope. how is anyone suppose to use that.
There is a general lack of shade facilities.
Lambton Park needs updated play equipment. It’s old and dirty and not suitable for the standard of park that Lambton Park
is aimed at.
More wheelchair accessible toilets in parks and recreation areas of Newcastle.
The parks are usually very clean, well maintained and free from litter. The public toilets are quite dingy however (especially
Centennial and King Edward Parks). I think it would be great to have more trees where possible (Empire and Dixon Parks
could do with more trees). It would also be great to develop community gardens to provide food trees/vegie patches/herb
gardens accessible to each suburb, with rainwater tanks to sustain these - there are many health and social benefits to
community gardens.
Overall the renovated parks around Newcastle are gorgeous. Amenities, mainly toilets at each park would be great. More
seating for parents, eg bench seating would be wonderful.
Yes: Rid our parks of environmental weeds such as Cinnamomum camphora (Camphor Laurel), Phoenix canariensis
(Canary Island Date Palm), Lagerstroemia indica (Indian Crepe Myrtle), Ochna serrulata (Mickey Mouse Plant) and several
others
The need to ensure constant maintenance is paramount . Other parks around Newcastle do not appear to be as well
maintained as the Lambton Park.
More trees please and prune the existing ones properly. We must plant for the future to compensate for storms and
vandals. Street trees add value to an area and greatly improve amenity. Trees need to be given higher value and priority in
a council. I understand it is tough in the council to get it all done and right, but please keep trying. We have lost a lot of
mature trees in the last 7 years.
Designs need to have paths that follow a natural direction so people don't cut corners and walk through gardens or grassed
areas at corners and bends etc. Thank you.
There needs to be a focus on the core business of CoN and how this can be done more efficiently and effectively. Don’t
waste money providing a race track to V8 Supercars, a Xmas Tree at the QWBrewery or the newly leased CoN building.
Seriously everyone in the Newcastle and Greater Newcastle electorate is shocked at the misappropriation of ratepayer
funds. Please fix the main issues at hand such as Save Stockton Beach, look at a way of finding breaches in the contract of
the V8 Supercars to get out of this loss event and stop squandering money away with activities in the mall while the V8’s
were hosted.
Upgrades to facilities should be based on the level of usage and responsive to community needs
More shade!
Please empty the bins more.
Keep the public toilets clean.
Don't invest all the resources in 1 or 2 parks - eg Blackbutt & Stockton.
Instead spend a little bit at all the parks. Dixon Park my closest park that I visit the most is terrible. The bubbler is constantly
leaking, the "grass" is pretty much just dirt and weeds and the play equipment is not shaded.
Caldwell Street, Merewether park is my other local park. It is now very annoying to access due to a large building
development on Llewellyn Street. Why did CoN allow a developer to block access from the shopping strip on Lewellyn
Street to the park on Caldwell Street. What a joke! It used to be a lovely park that we could visit when visiting the local
shops.
Priority needs to be public access (via footpaths and public transport) as well as green space (trees, native bushland) and
shading
Nil
usually not enough, well maintained rubbish bins are provided
Novocastrian Park facilities could use an upgrade to include bbq more playground equipment and more shade cover.
Shortland is the forgotten suburb, If the children/teenagers want to skateboard etc they have to leave the suburb to do so.....
Continue expanding availability of public toilets & improving maintenance on footpaths
Supercars has imposed a bit of a travesty on the Foreshore Park. While appreciating that there is now more carparks- the
redesign is a poor compromise; access is limited for several months for a private event
They are such a healthy giving thing for a community for so many different reasons - reduction of anxiety and depression
because of their beauty and calming effect, the chance to be out among others , the sense of community they create, their
air purifying capability and their cooling effect.
They improve exercise opportunity by beign a place to walk to and in and if they do contain skate parks or playgrounds or
other equipment , to more formally exercise within also.
Now with global warming taking effect they are more important than ever not least for their carbon sequestering and cooling
ability.
More shading , seating and access to drinking water - climate change.
Shade and seating would make local parks attractive to families. Barbecues would be an added bonus

We are very lucky in New Lambton to have some wonderful park facilities with Blackbutt.
Other local park do lack shade and seating in shaded areas.
no
Plant more shady trees.
Provision of more waste bins in both Lambton Park and Regent Park for disposal of general waste and dog poo bags.
There are none on the Regent Street side of Regent Park, and insufficient on the Karoola Road side of Lambton Park.
Also provision of poo bags in both parks.
All public toilets in parks should be kept clean and open in daylight hours including daylight saving times.
I’m appalled that public parks can be given to a private company for 9 weeks a year. Also the terrible state the parks are left
in. All at rate payers expense. I’m assuming that feedback about parks in Newcastle East is pointless as council is beholden
to Supercars when it comes to what can and can’t be done with the parks. Our parks are turned into free storage for
Supercars and a cheap nasty carnival. We lose acces and we pay Supercars costs.
Open toilet facilities, Ive noticed many park toilets are constantly locked. New toilets at Isligton are too far from dog park.
No
Variety is important when visiting parks with kids. Having different actives spaced out so that kids don't end up all competing
for the same small space.
Parks don't have to be cookie-cutter plastic playgrounds. Get local landscape design companies involved to create unique
spaces and let them showcase what they can do.
Create small pocket parks with unusual interesting features, stepping stones, fountains etc in underused spaces around the
city. Again - get buy-in by asking architects, designers, artists to contribute.
I play baseball at Boomerang field and balls are regularly hit over the protective screen and they land in or around the only
kids play area at the whole park. There is no cover on this play area and this places young children at risk of being hit in the
head. I understand a new playground was approved to be built in a better location, however the timeframe that we were told
this work would commence keeps changing. Until it is built the current playground is just plain dangerous.
No
Overall the experience in visiting these parks have been very satisfactory
Not enough of them. Not enough tree shade.
None. Particularly close to where I live, Mayfield East.
Regent st park, New Lambton. No shelter. Play equipment broken and uinadequate compared to a lot of other parks
We need more dog lease free enclosed spaces within our parks. Presently the dog park at dixon park is a dustbowl without
shade or fenced area for large and small dogs. Congratulations on arcadia street but now lets get this type of facility to other
areas.
More trees please.
more off leash fenced dog parks
CoN needs to stop now spending on luxuries for NELMES and Bath, and the loss event Supercars. These very poor quality
civic representatives and staff need to catch to use rates to improve pools parks and infrastructure backlog that is now over
five times that the average of other NSW Councils. NEWCASTLE BATHS IS A CESSPOOL AND THIRD WORLD IN
MAINTENANCE.
We love our park and love the fact that the community are very involved with it. Some members of the community are also
very involved with the upkeep of the rose garden and take pride in helping the gardeners with the maintenance of this
wonderful asset.
Difficult to say not knowing locations.e.g. park with lesser facilities not far from large park with many facilities or parks with
sporting facilities. I would suggest planning be made where possible parks be located within reasonable distance of another.
Public Transport could be greatly improved at the moment sadly lacking
Parks lack shade trees, undercover seating and BBQ facilities (1 0r 2BBQ's in a park are NOT ENOUGH for the number of
people who use the park)>
Many of the suburban parks badly need more shelter from the sun.
Would be good to have more than the 1 shade shelter at the Acacia Reserve dog park and some shade shelters away from
the children's playgrounds in Lambton and Jesmond Parks.
please update toilets where there are old toilet blocks
would be good to know about what is being done for biodiversity etc in the parks - signage
Islington Park is great with outdoor gym equipment.
Every playground must have toilets. It's crazy to have a playground for children but no toilets.
Some parks are kept very well, others such as the cathedral park often looked very unkept.
Shaded pick nick tables with views are nice
empire park, needs more gardens and in general, landscaping of the park,
Lambton Park is beautiful and a real community hub. This is the main park we visit
flower beds

The more the better.
Some parks don't cater for children aged between 18 months and 3 years.
Keep up the good work in cleaning the facilities over here in Stocko
The effect of Supercars on access to public spaces such as parks has been very detrimental. I am so disappointed in the
councils involvement in supporting the hosting of this race.
I would go to parks more often if there were better facilities (shade/seating/toilets) and that they free from litter and well
mantained
Bins could be emptied more regularly
Need more for young kids. Suggest we need a water play park (check out Townsville!
NO
Maybe more shade .. different age appropriate fun things to climb on for all ages..more water stations
I can only say, that in every Suburb, it is vital to have parks, vital that they be maintained properly, vital that they are not
forgotten, and vital that they aren't 'Overshadowed by new Development Projects, that in most Suburbs seem to be given
priority over every thing else..Tickie-Tackie Boxes - some even hitting the ' 25 Stories High - Disgusting... **Ghetto's of The
Future** with not a 'Heritage Building In Sight - Got a 4 Stop Tram to Nowhere Though !!
Not well lit at night hinders access during especially winter, doesn’t provide a safe space for women and children
no
Hudson Park is frequently full of litter
The new(ish) play park and upgraded facilities at Blackbutt / Richley reserve are great. Would love to see some better /
more easily accessible public toilets at the Tighes Hill / Islington park. Traipsing across an often busy sportsfield to find the
cricket club toilets locked is demoralising. No doubt the surrounding flora is being well watered by wees!
Access to water (bubblers) and toilets are very important I think.
More shade and seating would be welcome. I often have my lunch in Civic Park and it is sometimes difficult to find a seat in
the shade.
Na
Suercars is destroying the Joy Cummins Memorial Foreshore Park.
NCC should be ashamed they have handed over control to a private environmental unfriendly company.
Parks that have Toilets need to be upgrades urgently. Like still living in the 60/70’s
Some Parks are well maintained with Park Crews taking pride in their work, others fairly ordinary as if it like filling in the day!
Parking at some grounds are non-existant, leaving cara getting parked around the circumference of the fields. Making it
difficult for good maintenance!
More trees where possible
No
I like to see parks that Are well used family friendly clean updated and renewed
Yes, night lighting to stop vandalising.
Cameras if necessary.
Toilets need to modernised and stream lined and cleaned and maintained on a daily basis. If you need to employ more
people do it.
No
There should be more rubbish bins available and drinking water.
Stockton skate park needs direction arrow marking on the skate park, my young granddaughter was knocked flying when
she cut across the path of a large young, man her fault but if arrows clearly showed the direction she should follow the
incident may have been avoided.
Water for people and animals to drink is needed in more parks
no the one i go to is in excellet and well kept and mainted condition
More than a month ago I contacted the Council regarding one of the parks that I visit every week. To date my concern
remains unattended. On Friday of last week I telephoned the Council a second time regarding my concerns. Someone,
most likely children, has dug a couple of large holes and built the dirt removed from the holes up to create a "bmx-type"
track. The holes are quite large, which in the dark someone could fall into, and the mounds of dirt are a trip hazard. Council
workers have viewed the area but no repairs have been undertaken.
Yes, I've noticed that the mowing machines are often set too low. They cut the grass down to the soil. This is not good
practice.
Parking is the main problem
No
The public baths should be considered and the plans for privatisation are being done secretevily and without proper public
consultation

to keep up the good work on genera maintenance of the play areas
plant more trees everywhere, the world needs more of them, replace fereal trees with natives
More rubbish bins More children's play equipment (something in each park). There is only one place in the length of the
foreshore park with things for children to play on.
More trees are needed to provide shade & ameliorate climate change effects.
Foreshore park and the parks at Nobbys have been trashed by a private company for the past three years. We have lost
shade trees, beauty and access for a minimum of 3 months each year. You must move Supercars out of the inner city to a
proper track and allow businesses other than hotels to recover. The place is an appalling mess during this period and cruise
ship passengers must be amazed that we would lock up and fence off our parks for so long for three days of motor racing.
To make matters worse as a ratepayer I am paying for it and despite the spin, experience from other locations tells us that
the benefits to Newcastle are negligible and limited to some hotels and restaurants. I can see this event sending our city
broke. Most other businesses are doing it tough whilst Newcastle East is in lockdown mode. We don’t need an event that
promotes gambling, alcohol, wheelies, speed and coal. It’s time to move on. Give us our parks back!
Learmonth Park has hundreds of children in the area but facilities are so so limited.It needs a BBQ more shade and more
w=equipment , like islinton park and others
Security Cameras installed?
Parks have improved and there seems to be more of them which is fantastic
More
Continually improve facilities and parks and council infrastructure. Demand money from the state government from the sale
of public assists such as the port and rail line.
Fund your rangers as there is in unleashed dogs in all of the city beaches all of the time and in parks.
Newcastle city has some great parks, playground improvements are really making a difference, as is the linking with
cycleways. More off leash areas for dogs would further encourage use - increase the fines for failing to clean up after dogs
and publicise when people get caught.
All the parks are looking quite good.
Congrats on cleanliness - fantastic!!
And also weed control
I walk from past Wests through the parks to the stadium every day - great environment
Newcastle East park near the beach is somewhat of a disgrace as it is not well maintained or planted out with plants
appropriate to the changing climate .It is often visited by locals and overseas visitors and is embarrassing that the council is
not interested in putting on a good face but instead disadvantages residents with the environmentally ridiculous car race.
As a seventy year old who swims at least 3 times a week and is unable to even catch the light rail to the baths because of
the ridiculous barriers during the weeks leading up to the race is reprehensible.
The money wasted could be used to beautify Newcastle to make it more attractive to those many visitors we get from cruise
ships etc
We have a business in Darby St and the footpaths are a disgrace as are the weeds.
Our parks need more tables and seating under cover for the young and elderly
Thank you.
If you don’t know the area, parks are hard to find. Need clearer signage in prominent places within the town.
More toliets in parks!!! There are other parks I would visit more often if they had toilets. Islington Park the main one that
really needs facilities.
No
More tables, play equipment, sports equipment, shade
A bubbler on Gun Club Road, near the entrance to Glenrock Reserve would be much appreciated by Newcastle's active
population.
Need to be clean, tidy, grassed
Play areas and bbq/ picnic areas should be fenced when located within a dog park
They are kept very well
No
Green spaces in residential neighborhoods are places of calm, they provide opportunities to refresh emotionally and provide
opportunities for peaceful interaction with community members. Such areas should be protected from vehicular incursion
and noisy motorcycles.
Generally speaking parks are well maintained. Jesmond Park always has beautiful gardens, the new fenced dog area at
Waratah West is fabulous. Islington Park could do with more bins.
More money should be spent on planting shady trees, watering parks and making them more attractive.
Nothing specific

Replant mature trees removed for Supercars, provide more bins, return the East End of Newcastle to the general
population,
It would be great to cater more for older children
We need MORE fenced dog parks please!
Many parks require more large trees.
Fenced off areas for dogs essential. Toilet facilities essential.
Generally ok.
Nothing comes to mind.
No
Don't sell off any of these green areas, we will need the trees to help cope with climate change, they help with carbon
emissions, humidity and clean air.
Disabled toilet available
no
Some groups visiting parks use high-powered sound systems or amplifiers which degrade the experience for others.
Desirable that parks not have excessive noise levels.
More seating with shade close to walkways.
More adventurous play areas, better climbing (like in darling harbour) would be appreciated.
No
Please keep as many trees as possible in our parks
Dog on leash is not enforced, unrestrained dogs are a major issue
The example of Speers Point park could be easily replicated by the use of design principals where the needs of park users
are prioritised and the politics of Council forgotten!!
Not all parks have shaded areas or public toilets
Most of them need more shade shelters especially in summer months.
Trees at Stockton Ballast Ground Park could be trimmed more often and shade seating provided underneath or adjacent
more trees
no
Our child is now into skateboarding etc, so we've noticed that the parks generally don't have flat, hard aread to shate
around, but they can;t be ell things to everyone.
It's be nice to see more plants (insect friendly).
More exercise facilities like the one in Islington Park. I notice when they are there people use them. Carrington could really
use a park gym. Perhaps in front of the pump house.
Council's maintenance of the surface of Gibbs Bros Park is pretty ordinary. Hardly ever watering it and letting the grass
pretty much die during winter is inexcusable and easily remedied. Letting so many cars (usually big 4WDs) park on Hudson
Park for Touch football on Wednesday nights will continue to compact the ground around the playing areas. Additionally the
destruction of the trees that were planted at Hudson park was very disappointing and still haven't been replaced or at least
cleaned up.
No
Smith Park needs a major upgrade, for so many users it is a poor representation on Newcastle. Compared to Lake
Macquarie sporting facilities are poor.
Some of the make-overs done (Stockton and Wickham) are excellent.
Always appreciate shade and seating too.
Always found them well maintained and clean.
We have a good range of diferent types of parks in the Newcastle LGA and that is great. They are functional and mostly a
viual joy as you pass by them. It is grat when park vegetation is strategically planned and maintained to enhance the
aesthetic of our parks. I live opposite Pacific park and love its beauty i look into it many times every day . It is used by so
many different groups and brings great pleasure to thrm. Thank you to the team for the replanting efforts ther recently.
Ensure adequate bins for dog poo bags.
Install play equipment for a range of ages with more challenging/risky equipment.
Have a water play park somewhere in Newcastle
I like the variety in parks, but find many parks are quite limited in what is available to do (eg wickham/islington).
also lacking is good walking opportunities (build and signpost tracks at blackbutt that are single track not roads). Have better
signage of tracks in Glenrock for walking (always worried will be hit by a bike).
Improve connectivity by having cycleways and/or public transport to access and connect them.

Blackbutt is amazing for children and setup well now.
No
There is a high level of variability between different parks in terms of facilities/maintenance etc - so it's hard to make a
general comment
Foreshore Park should have a state of the art playground for kids like Blackbutt. This is the most iconic park in Newcastle
and it has a very run down playground for kids.
I don’t use them very much now except when my family take me to one for say a child’s birthday outing or a family gathering
so overall my experience is that they are very well suited to my type of usage.
The parks in Newcastle East and the Hill have been degraded due to Supercars. The facilities are disgusting. There is not
enough shade and the grass is not well maintained.
We have been very satisfied with our local parks and regularly barbecue and have picnics with friends. Please keep these
important amenities, as it promotes community and outdoor activities!
the lack of public toilets at Islington Park is a big issue as many people hold children's parties here each weekend
keep them green
The standard of playgrounds in many of the parks is terrible. A glaring example is Regent Park in New Lambton; this park
has never had a decent playground, just a couple of ragged swings and a heavy ancient and dangerous roundabout.
Regent Park is well used by many young families in the area. It is rare not to see young families using the substandard
facilities at all times and days during the week. The playground facilities in this park have been neglected for a very long
time.
Nice to visit and relax in the shade and let little kids play
More shade area and ammenities for some parks would be an improvement but not essential
Those I use seem really well appointed, clean and usable by everyone.
Public toilets are a disgrace. They need to be updated and cleaned regularly.
Dog parks are used by humans a well and need to be kept clean and tidy and maintained.
N/A
Rangers to routinely patrol to keep vehicles off and enforce dog pick-up-your-poop rules!
No
The recently reclaimed section of National Park should be planted with more shade trees, with random paths and
occasional seating. Also all of the hard surface from the old tennis courts should be removed, and this area also made
suitable for passive recreation. Perhaps the earth could be pushed and shaped with some small rises and sloping access be
made from a section of National Park St. The old tennis courts could also be planted with trees, shrubs, to provide a quiet
space not used for sport.
No
In the parks that are shared by both children's sporting activities & dog walking, disposal dog bags be available. The dog
excrement is disgusting. Maybe CCTV may help for repeat offenders.
Carrington Hill path needs a makeover
We need more fenced dog parks. Also equipment for older children. Some shade ans seating is good. Fences!!!
New playground equipment needed at Gregson Park
Please thank the gardeners that look after the roses in Gregson Park. They are just beautiful and I hope that they are kept
because i know many other parks have had them removed.
Islington park needs to have the dog area fully fenced, too many dog owners use the oval instead because it's fenced. Also
maybe another BBQ or bit of play equipment as it seems to be in demand
Keep up the good work.
Need for increased drinking water outlets, shaded areas and for increased waste collection points.
Lam ton Park is beautiful. Well maintained by the friendly and courteous workers who obviously take pride in what the do.
Well done.
Unfortunately Jesmond Park near the "grandstand" has become a parking area for Council worker private cars. Not sure
this is good.
It is hard to answer the earlier questions. Not every park should be the same. Diversity is good, so don't go around with your
checklist and make every park the same.
No
No thank you
More shade at parks, eg, Merewether beach
What's happened to the fantastic park and open space area we were meant to get on the ex-heavy rail corridor?
I would like to see water bubblers for people and dogs to use (the same as those along Honeysuckle).
All parks should have garbages placed at various spots in the park so as to encourage those lazy so and sos who fail to
pick up and put their doggy poo in a bin, to pick it up and put it in the bin. There will be no excuse then for them being such
horrors.

I would like to see Waratah Park patrolled by rangers - especially - according to residents who live across the road from the
park, to stop those who take their dogs into the park very early or late when nobody is around and let them toilet and not
bother picking up the poo. That is before 7am and after 5pm. Until they are caught in the act then those horrors will just
continue to make it rather unpleasant for those of us whose dogs are on the lead and who do pick up the poo, to walk every
part of the park.
Just take a walk yourself along the fence parallel to the rail line and you will see what I mean.
no
Increasing number of people using them as de facto off-leash dog areas
Instead of installing piece meal children’s playgrounds, lets have awesome play equipment in our parks. Great investment
into our community. Plant heaps of trees.
Public toilets are terrible. Rarely clean. Often broken. Never paper or soap.
No
I know it's a challenge but... public toilets still leave a lot yo be desired. There are not enough along the Foreshore or
Bathers Way.
Generally very good.
The placement of old, rusty shipping containers ( used as storage by sporting clubs) in some parks such as Bar Beach and
Mitchell Park are unsightly and should be reviewed with aim to remove or replace them.
I suggest, Council Officers inspect the storage containers setup by the Newcastle Outrigger Canoe Club at the Pat Jordon
Oval, Carrington. These containers have been placed uniformly on the ground and set on stumps and painted. They sit well
within the park and are not visually offensive.
A further observation, the shipping container put in Mitchell Park last year during renovation of the grandstand is still there.
Council Officers informed me this container was to be removed by mid October. It was required for the construction phase
only. It is still there. Why?
Also, there has been a large tarpaulin thrown on the ground in the park. It has been there for months. The tarpaulin belongs
to the cricket club (used to cover the pitch). Why is the club allowed to disrespect a public space. They act as if this is their
private ground. The general community use this space on a daily basis are not the cricket club members.
Mitchell Park - the old plants under the trees should be removed and the park given a clean open space. People engage in
antisocial behaviour in these areas of the park, particularly behind the toilet block. Lots of children play in this park.
The rose gardens in Mitchell Park are not maintained and should be pulled out. They are full of weeds and ugly. By
removing the gardens more open space will be available and allow people to play ball games etc which is the most popular
activity in the park.
The trees need to be trimmed of the large dead branches.
Council should establish a proper parking area for the tractor used for cleaning the beaches (either within or outside Mitchell
Park).
Maintaining the gardens is very important. Lambton Park is very well kept and this standard should be maintained in all
parks.
I use Nesca Park as I live on the park. Whilst Council has put effort into the portion of the park closest to Darby St the rest of
the park is very neglected. There is significant undergrowth and massive amounts of noxious weeds including green
centrum. Council sprayed the weeds about 6 months ago but never came back to remove them so they are growing again.
Over the years there has been a clear decline in the effort council puts into the park which is very disappointing. There
needs to be planting of shade trees and a concrete path that extends right up the park into the densely populated area of
the street. Parking around the park also needs addressing as all day Parker’s are now parking to the very top of Nesca
Parade. More formalised parking and enforcement are needed.
Park access and maintenance is generally good - until early October. Then the take-over of the Foreshore Park for 8-10
weeks by Supercars, which denies access to the foreshore and limits access and enjoyment of the adjoining beaches and
facilities like the public baths is appalling. The impact on residents must be enormous and just dismissed by Council. The
inconvenience to other ratepayers who regularly (almost daily) use these facilities is intolerable. There is a huge reduction in
the number of people seen at beaches and passively/ actively using inner-city parks during this period.
Newcastle is blessed with beautiful green spaces. We should be grateful to our ancestors who used them for recreation and
meeting with friends more than we do now.
I feel we need to beautify life perks more. With flowering and season trees that give us colour in autumn and spring. More
shade is required. More beautiful seating as they do in lovely European parks and the grand parks in America.
Fountains and fenced ponds for ducks and other water birds.
More shade. More seating. Better toilet facilities. Better parking.
When I take our grandsons to the skate park in Wallsend there always seems to be papers and junk around. The last time
we were there the wizbin was missing, so the kids there just drop their rubbish.
Also there is not much shade for hot days.

It is totally inappropriate to have an off-leash dog area near a children's playground. I have twice had the experience of my
young children being chased by dogs in the playground area and they are too scared to return now. This could have had
horrific consequences if they had been bitten.
Please fix Gregson Park.
Mostly they are wonderful places. Occasionally less so when rubbish bins overflow
Very well maintained. I mainly use them for walking or walking a dog (on leash).
We require additional facilities catering to cycling and mountain biking in particular, such as mtb trail centres, dirt jumps and
skate parks tailored to bikes in addition to the usual skateboard focused facilities.
Our city has many areas that are under utilised and would be perfectly suited to sustainable mountain biking facilities that
people of all ages can use, and will result in visitors coming to use these facilities also.
I find not enough garbage bins and shaded seating are the main problems.
The need for more swings especially for younger ones as there is only 2 swings, one swing for toddlers and 1 for older kids.
There’s always more kids around waiting and waiting their turn.
Discrimination against sensible dog owners.
Most of the parks I visited had some sort of long-standing maintenance issue. Graffiti and burnt plastic was common as
was non-working equipment
Don't like paying for parking. e.g. Blackbutt
Investment in existing and new parks in the Merewether area is poor - we need to have a new park installed at myamblah
oval there are none located in the Merewether area up towards the height s
We need some proper outdoor exercise equipment in this area - the existing equipment at tighes hill is a long way from
satisfactory
are you talking about sports parks or leisure parks
Keep up the improvements. I value shade when I go for a walk, and especially if I want to sit down and have a picnic.
Coming from Melbourne, it is one of the biggest negatives I’ve noticed when walking outside.
Clean toilets - particularly King Edward Park toilets are very bad.
The plastic flooring in a lot of the park eg. Islington park lets off fumes in warm weather and gives me and ithers
headaches..
More seating and shaded cover at the new Stockton playground required.
Increase the amount of nature play type parks
Increase the range of equipment for different ages
Some parks need a tidy up and can be dirty or untidy
Bins need to be emptied more often
A coat of paint every few years is recommended
All parks should have footpaths connected to local amenities
Lighting,safety are important. Access to fresh water and adult exercise equipment or stations,showers and toilets.
Very few to no parks have fences
Shade is very poor at Newcastle parks
Very few parks/playgrounds have baby change facilities despite the location which calls for it
I have seen these essentials done well in other councils and was surprised by the complacent reply to my feedback to
council via the Council website .
All other aspects of playgrounds are fine very well by the Newcastle Council
Every playground should have a shade cloth
I feel council should clean leaves from gutters around the two parks I know best...Leamonth and Gregson.....the leaves do
block the drains and they come from council trees
Thanks for the new off-leash park in North Lambton!
More shade would be nice.
shadded / covers over play ground so kids can play rain hail and shine ( like queensland parks ) and TOILETS
Dogs are unleashed at many parks. Patrols should be kept up to prevent this. Especially carrington park which is fenced
and the dog owners find it ideal
To unleash their dogs as they feel safer within the fence line. This however prevents use by people wanting to walk, run,
exercise, play games etc in the park. It is not safe to do so and the dogs (not their fault) want to come up to people. This is
no good as people

Are not using this park for what it is meant to be used for anymore. They are being chased out by dog owners. The council
needs to be more diligent and aware of this situation.
It would be nice to see some more wall ball courts like the one at bar beach around town! Maybe some interactive art
installations around the parks as well
na
The play equipment in the parks are usually great and well maintained. My biggest issue is lack of shade over equipment
which in summer often leave the equipment getting too hot to play on or shaded areas around the equipment where we can
take a break from the sun or supervise with out baking in the heat.
Trees provide the best shade.
Since getting a rescue dog in 2018 I am interested in dog areas! Our dog greatly enjoys the beach - would you consider
allowing dogs at all beaches during winter when only a handful of people are using them? Yes we always pick up our dog
poo! Having a dog and walking her make us healthier people.
MacAuley park in Tarro could use some attention - at present it does not have a bin! shade or bubbler.
Have you considered controlling Indian Myna birds? They are very aggressive and I have observed they are expanding into
new habitats. I am beginning to suspect that they kill other more gentle, smaller, native birds.
Your parks are some of the best parts of Newcastle. Thank you.
Provision of more shading - ideally from trees, but also erected shelters. Otherwise they are unusable much of the time as it
is too hot.
Commercial operators often use these spaces for their fitness etc classes. At certain times of the day they dominate - in
terms of where they choose to set up (often right in the middle of the way for other users), number of participants, and also
playing loud music that other users don't necessarily enjoy. They are using free assets for commercial purposes. There
should be a licence they are required to hold to use these spaces - this would raise revenue for Council, and also ensure
that some control can be placed on numbers etc. Also worth considering is designating zones within the open access
spaces where commercial activities can be set up.
Install exercise equipment for ADULTS in more parks.
Most of the parks I go to are all good. I don't like dog parks as I find some people don't control their dogs properly. (I have a
dog).
Stephenson park at Mayfield - would like to see council provide some up keep for this park. it is important to keep it as
softball/baseball fields. Toilets could be done up a bit.
it is nice to see more fun equipment for kids being put in place in our parks.

I think the foreshore park could be better - look at something like broadbeach in Qld.
Kids like to run around in bare feet so play equipment on the rubbery stuff rather than wood chips is important. The new
playground at Elermore Vale has wood chips for flooring which isn't the best for us.
more natural structures made for timber for equipment and seats/shade.
More established tress to provide natural shade.
More areas fenced specifically for dogs.
Our park in Maryland has no shade and barely adequate seating. Wood chips are not a safe landing surface for small
children.
Lambton Park is run down and surfaces are uneven. Difficult to negotiate for disabled persons.
Yes, I noticed the seating was removed recently in the foreshore park, presumably for the supercars. If the seating is
replaced, could it please be placed near trees to provide shade. No point having seats in the hot sun in Australia.
Open space is so important for people to walk, cycle, run. With rising temperatures, it is critical to have as much shade as
possible, so more trees please.
Dixon park is atrocious. Having dogs off leash here has ruined this park. Dogs and a children’s playground do not mix.
Huge, dangerous holes have been dug, there’s dog shit everywhere, dogs run into playground and barbecue areas.
Owners do not supervise their animals. Also more shade is needed. PLEASE PLANT TREES and not Norfolk Pines!
Parka, gardens, pools and playgrounds are essential social facilities which encourage families to get out and experience the
essence of a location. Under no circumstance should thes ever be allowed into private control. It is clear from precedent that
every publicly owned facility which falls into private control , fails to deliver against its core contract
Some more exercise equipment would be great as some people can't afford to go to a gym and these do encourage people
to use them. More seating. And, to make me feel safe not totally blocked in by high bushes.
Important to maintain our parks in a clean & well maintained condition. There should be adequate garbage facilities in ALL
parks
Blackburn is the best park and a showpiece for Newcastle
Don’t sell them out to developer’s greed and your own
Repairs seem to take along to time to carry out. Railings at bar beach and grate over drain at bar beach took months to
replace. Railings were still damaged last time I was there.
As long as users respect the facilities and fellow users we have good parks etc.

I like to see little kids equipment separate from older kids or some partitioning so little kids cannot get injured by higher
velocity equipment
I think the parks I go to are very appropriate for my grandchildren.
More dog parks, add dog bags for people who can’t seem to pick up their own dog poo. More shade and cleanliness
No
they are great
More shade trees.
More dog parks, poo bags , more shade
More shaded seating
The toilet facilities at King Edward Park are disgusting I won't use them any more as they are dark and dirty.
My daughter is in a wheelchair and hard to get her to beside swings.lambton good New lambton not and George town not
A garbage bin outside Claremont reserve would be very valuable. One where the kid can't be opened wide so purple can't
dump large amounts of rubbish in it.
Shortland parks are regularly maintained (mowing/noxious weed control etc) for which the council deserves due praise.
Maintenance of facilities sometimes needs additional attention. eg. ensuring that bubblers are working satisfactory, esp. not
leaking.
ALDER PARK REQUIRES RETURFING AND INCREASE IN IRRIGATION
I think NCC has been doing a great job maintaining and improving our parks.
Newcastle City still does not have a playground equivalent to the Speers Point playground. After seven years since we
raised with council and were pointed at a five year plan that was bland and uninformative.
I would love to see more on-going maintenance of park ares.
it often seems there's a flash of activity and then neglect.
Gregson Park is underutilised. There is plenty of space for further enhancements such as:
- Community garden (lawn bowls area is ideal)
- Café (building exists but is boarded up)
- BBQ's (there is only one)
- more trees
I love Lambton Park and it was a factor in us buying a property in Lambton. Please thank the Parks staff who keep it so well
maintained. The flower beds around the Library are enjoyed and appreciated by many. Thank you
no
Not every park has to cater for all age groups. In fact it is probably better to have specialist parks for toddlers and others for
teenagers.
Need more shade more toilets even if u get paid toilets
Please provide some water. Recycled water must be available this day and age. Truck it in if you have to.
Civic seems only park to get any water
Stockton’s new park near the ferry is very popular
Spend ratepayer money on core services like this.

Not fluff and rubbish.
Would like to see the playground upgraded at Meyers park Adamstown and the swings put nearby as they are now a long
distance from playground, and some shade and seating, also have toilets open daily not just when sport is on. Foreshore
park Newcastle is just for toddlers, unsuitable for older kids.
We had an extraordinary park on the harbour until the mayor agreed to the uncapped financial agreement with Supercars,
then promptly ripped out our trees and bird life and lied about the rehabilitation. I don’t know how she sleeps at night and I
don’t know how those who work in council, who know that we’re being ripped off and lied to, get up and go to work
everyday. I couldn’t do that.
Some more undercover shade and fenced playgrounds
Better signage for shared pedestrian and cycle paths. Cyclist should be reminded which paths are shared and which are
not, and to give way and clearance to pedestrians as stipulated by the RMS.
I would like to see the same attention to parks in the western suburbs or Wallsend as there is I the eastern suburbs
More Basketball courts and fenced playgrounds with shade please
Old Life Without Barriers site near Marketown at Newcastle West should become open parkland available to everyone and
should not be used for sporting and educational facilities. Too much of National Park has slowly become unavailable to the
general public as a green space to enjoy.

Civic Park would be more user friendly with good playground for young children.
Islington park needs toilets near the playground
More Lightning at night
Better parking required at Wallsend Park and somewhere in the Wallsend/ Shortland area with views, seating and shade.
Thank you for what is provided so far. Seating is important for me because I'm 83 love to get outside but cant stay on my
feet for long.
More shade trees are needed, more seating and public facilities are needed, more playground facilities are needed.
Policing of dogs off leashes is becoming a serious problem and connected to this is the non collection of droppings by
owners
Living close to Blackbutt Reserve it seems incredible that there is no safe pedestrian access to either Carnley Ave or
Richley Reserve. In particular at Richley Reserve it is necessary to walk on the road as there is no footpath at all. This
dangerous for seniors and parents with small children in prams.
There is no pedestrian access at all to Carnley Ave
Bigger canopy shade trees. Shade sails and shelters are crap, trees help cool and are heaps better
There could be more around the harbour
Some parks lack signage that helps to engage communities with the respective parks and recreation areas. “If you like this
park and it’s facilities try this one next time”
toilets need to be available and open from dawn - they are not
quality could be improved as more people using them as suburbs get denser housing
Islington park needs a toilet close to the play area.
More bins! There is no bin at the park in Adamstown Heights at the end of Clairemont St. I’m not a dog owner but heaps of
people take there dogs there and have nowhere to put there dog shit. I sometimes see dog waste in plastic bags left in the
kids play area.
Lock toilets over night
Our parks should not be used for car races, which result in damage to grass and gardens, and which send negative
messages about our environmental priorities.
Need more shad structures and public toilet facilities in many park areas
More facilities for older kids. It doesn’t take much to amuse a young child but once they get to late primary school there is
very little in parks facilities for that age group and beyond. More fitness stations. Half court tennis walls such as at Empire
Park. Basketball hoops. Areas to skate.
Parks need regular gardeners for maintenance and improvements.
It would be excellent to see more dog walking areas and areas where dogs can be allowed off their leads
Clean accessible toilets; no animals: sick and tired of selfish dog owners thinking it’s ok to have their dogs roam free in
parks and beaches.
Disappointing that some parks are regularly maintained, watered, flower beds planted etc, yet others are barely mowed
regularly let alone have an investment of any facilities. Sports grounds such as the touch football fields at Lewis St Wallsend
are maintained by volunteers despite being used by large numbers of people.
The beautifully maintained parks toward the CBD are great to visit however the parking options prevent parents with
younger children and older people from visiting. The public transport options only suit those already in the CBD as there are
no connection points where those from the suburbs can conveniently board the light rail or other options.
Given the increase in population particularly in the inner city and Newcastle West more green space should be available for
people to enjoy
Despite having bins around, every weekend teenagers break bottles around the parks. Would be good to have some
education in high schools around this behaviour.
Not really
Maintenance seems very minimal, mowing but no planting of trees, very uninspiring . Appears council not committed to tree
planting, maintenance of trees and gardens and general beautification of urban spaces. Roads, car races and big high rise
development dominate priorities. Cars and sport dominate over passive enjoyment.
Love having green space. And beautiful trees and Parkland.
The new playgrounds that have been installed at Hamilton North have be great
There is not enough open green space & simple outdoor leisure facilities for older children in Newcastle West. Plenty of
sporting facilities, particularly those under lock & key eg sportgrounds and athletics, but not where people can meet and be
engaged in time with nature or meaningful activity eg community garden. LOCAL, not needing parking, walking distance.
I am concerned with the maintenance of open space in our parks. We lose lots of the Foreshore for Supercars, and there
are areas of National Park where public open space is being lost to individual sporting groups. I want to see no further
expansion of areas of National Park lost to the public due to organised sport. There is need for tree-planting around the
whole perimeter of NP and along the banks of Cottage Creek. And it is time that the land of the former tennis courts was
returned to grass, shrubs, trees, and some furniture, which could be effected priomptly and cheaply.
We often admire the gardens. The City of Newcastle gardeners do a great job.
Often not enough bins and shade areas with seating often limited

Well done to all the people that work on them!
The bike path near throsby creek foreshore is very busy and has no night time lighting from Lewis Street back to hannel
Street and is scary and dangerous at night.
Islington Park is great very popular could even be expanded but more work needs to be done to make sure the creek is
free of rubbish. Also security in Park sometimes in the evening and nights esp on weekends is a bit of a conern.
King Edward Park could do with new seating, in some places and an upgrade.
Upgrade the amenities
don't tak away parkin, upgrade the facilities, don't forget kids activities, don't forget aged activities, don't forget disabled
accessability
Keep dogs out. Too much mess made. Too many dog attacks
No
National Park. This park is treated as a "second class citizen". Rubbish on the ground is often left uncollected for
weeks.There are many works listed to be undertaken in Council's 2012 Plan of Management which have been ignored (too
many to list here). There is a dearth of open parkland south of the harbour precinct so Council has a great opportunity to
create an open parkland space in the Life Without Barriers site instead of devoting the site to further sporting activities. The
suggestion that the 6 netball courts located on the south western area of the park is ridiculous & I'm sure would be greatly
opposed by many people.
The toilets at king Edward park are decades overdue to be replaced.
Why the council can’t spend money on this is a mystery. It should be high priority, the park seems to feature in their city
promotions but the facilities are disgraceful.
The play equipment is too babyish
Garbage waste facilities need to be considered.
put in chin up bars, exercise area, etc like everywhere in europe
The parks i visit do have toilet, shade, water, pathway and seating, but i vist those parks because of those facilities, and
good equipment and safety for kids
Council is doing a great job refurbishing and maintaining our parks.
The Fletcher Sanctuary park needs to have the toilets unlocked during the day.
More trees at Foreshore Park please. New plantings needed at Lambton Park.
I love the City's parks. More trees would always be great.
Nil
More parks in central Newcastle . Big enough NEW green space. Too many tall buildings not compensated with green
space. Awful
I would prefer money spent on parks etc that residents actually use than on such debacles like the Supercars.
Regent Park in New Lambton has totally inadequate play equipment! At a meeting there with the council in January this
year we were promised equipment from a park in Rankin Park which had to be moved. Empty promises as usual from this
council. Resident said at time if we didn’t agree to park being fenced we would not get the equipment. We were proved
right! Council blackmailed the residents. Also we received no feedback from that meeting . Council took all our details on
day. We still Do Not want this park fenced!
Enjoy all the parks in Stockton.
nil
Lambton is wonderful big improvements are fantastic
Parks should be a place for adults sport or activity
more accessable facilities for young people in wheel chairs
No
As a dog owner I believe dogs need to be on a leash at all times for the safety of the public and other dogs.
East End parks closed and trashed due to Supercars. Trees removed & not replanted. Not enough shade trees. Park
furniture removed for weeks for race. Children’s playgrounds fenced behind barriers for nearly 3 months. Vehicle access
into Foreshore Park encourages illegal parking and entry. Not safe with kids & toddlers.
Keep planting MANY more trees
Police the parks that are not leash free - the one near us is not leash free but people let their dogs roam and we have
stopped taking our dog there because she gets harassed while she is on the lead
Lambton park is extremely well maintained.
I would like to see more shade trees
We need as many parks as possible to run about play with children walk a dog just sit and relax. Tree therapy green therapy
fresh air easily available exercise all VERY important.
Accessible, safe and clean toilets are really important for families visiting parks, yet they are not always available.
Facilities in parks like Dangar Park Mayfield (which should be renamed) are in need of upgraded facilities to encourage
more families to utilise the park. The skate park is great for older kids but some of the poor behaviour might be ameliorated

if there was great patronage of the park more generally; more people can create a sense of accountability can keep
behaviour like littering in check.
They are vital to social welfare, to community, and to personal rate-payer amenity.
They need to be maintained in detail and to be supervised daily.
Public utilities need to be carefully maintained and upgraded from time to time.
They need to be welcoming to visitors no matter whether local or not.
They need to be supportive of local real estate values being maintained.
They are green space in a properly regulated built environment as in say Macquarie Park Ryde, Sydney - commercial +
green space for recreation.
Above all: retained, maintained, supervised and upgraded regularly.
Where have the monkey bars gone? Please can we see more monkey bars at parks? Essential for creating strength in our
older children.
I applaud what you have done so far to clean up the old National Park bowling club/Life without barries site. Please continue
the good work and create a simple grren space that everyone can use but that cant be used as a shelter for the junkies.
What I had to live across the road from for the last two years was appalling
All watering point need to have bubblers at a height so 5 yr old children can access water safely.
Where dogs are permitted have dog bowls that can be pivoted over to clean.

I am concerned that too many vehicles are allowed to drive on park surfaces contributing to soil compaction, poor water
infiltration impacting turf ant tree longevity.
more shade please
The Bowling Club site together with the Old Tennis Courts ,should be redeveloped for passive recreation. There is only 4.5
acres remaining if you add these two areas together...out of a total 82 acres which was the original National Park , left for
non specific passive recreation. That's only 4.5% of the original area which will not be specific use recreation. Wal Young
House..the admin centre for Bowling..should be demolished and added to this area.
Need for more passive parklands where citizens can rest in sun or shade as desired for a break. Quiet areas and seating
needs to be provided. Parklands need shrubs and trees to be people and bird friendly. People enjoying a rest in the park
want pleasant surroundings. If children's play equipment is desired it needs to be installed in limited controlled areas.
Newcastle is already well supplied with sporting fields for olders.
I am really happy with the improvements to local parks like Islington Park over the past few years. Some parks, like
Litchfield are very basic, but then, Dangar park is just over Maitland road from it.
I am a resident of Hamilton East, and I am most concerned about the National Park Tennis Courts and the Life Without
Barriers site. I would like to see this retained as parkland and maintained by Council. I imagine this part of Newcastle West
as a quiet safe park area, with trees, paths, lighting and tables for residents and workers to enjoy.
Huge scope and opportunity plant large shade trees around the perimeters. When out walking it is great to be able to walk
in the shaded areas.
Trees and more trees.
The lack of bins and shade in Newcastle parks is really obvious compared with both Lake Macquarie and Maitland Parks, all
of which I regularly frequent as I have both a dog and a car.
Get rid of Supercars so we can use our parks all year. The Lord Mayor uses Supercars to sell our lifestyle that they destroy
in the process. A bit like selling a virgin who's been screwed.
I am concerned about the lack of open space in the inner city as the residential population is dramatically increasing.
Centennial Park is becoming very busy/overused because there are few alternate, accessible spaces. At weekends, there is
an obvious need, not for structures but for more open space for weddings, parties, family get togethers, informal football,
cricket etc To save National Park as a passive recreation space is critical to the amenity of the 'new' inner city.
Yes , needs more large shade trees around perimeters. Not those useless little trees you now plant as street trees.
Bike tracks for the little kids .Also more swings for little children with backs in them and chains across the front
I'd recommend
- Better weed management of king edward park,
- More native trees for native fauna feed and habitat, and
- More off leash areas.
Too much organised sport that annexes large amounts of our open space. Ncc is approving high density units without
considering that the local parks are 1. Shut when not being used for sports so hardly open space 2. Surrounded by all day
car parking 3. Poorly fitted out for passive recreation
not really
Newcastle does not offer enough in the way of shaded parklands which can be enjoyed by all. A restful environment with
lots of shaded spots.

Focus in Newcastle is very much on sporting activities, many of which are not available for general daily use by local
residents - National Park Athletic track, No’s 1 and 2 Sports Grounds. Netball courts are used during the cooler months but
not much use in summer. This space has limited use but takes up a lot of the National Park Previn t which was actually
gifted to the residents in the area - not to Council.
The rapid building of apartments in Newcastle city has reduced grass and tree area in the city. Parking has become a
problem, together with greatly increased traffic through highly residential streets. Life has very much changed for local
residents and the Council is not listening. Not certain what the Council’d agenda is but responses are hard to get and very
elusive. Look at cities around the world - we are surrounded by concrete and grew space is disappearing. Climate change is
very topical in our current conditions so maybe Newcastle Council needs to look at the overall health and well-being of all is
residents. I do not know of anyone who feels they have been listened to by Council and their concerns satisfactorily
addressed. Green space and trees are essential. Re-focus on ALL your residents and ratepayers.
Loving the revamps of playgrounds. Would love an ‘adventure’ playground option too. Would really appreciate more shade
sails over equipment
insufficient number, especially given the forecast of a population increase, and the number of denser housing units in the
LGA
Mostly very good
BUT the one near my place Sketchley/Mackie ave needs shelter, seats and a table
Our parks are OK, we just need more green space especially in Newcastle West. There are lots of sporting green spaces
there but 1/2 are fenced of and not for public free access. We need space for more natural bush-land setting parks and
community gardens. We need places to relax in, surrounded by green and places for our kids to have nature based play.
Shaded seating and perhaps summer shading of equipment.
I am sure that certain parks / reserves / sporting grounds, in certain areas are looked after and have good play equipment,
amenities, sporting grounds ( appropriate to the area).
But Hope Street Wallsend, sadly is not one of them - which is a real shame especially with all the subdivided properties and
developments that have been completed and all the ones that are being done or about to be done in and around the areas
near Hope Street Reserve? Wallsend. More vehicle traffic and foot traffic (might warrant better roads / pathways etc. Some
times I feel we are not being given a fair go over this way / ignored / alienated even. And I don't know why - maybe
someone could give me an answer to that question please. This is a nice area ( but could be nicer with a bit of TLC ) This
area has " Character " as well which is a good thing. Some times I get confused as to what our rates are being used for /
spent on in this area. Road Works? Better Street Lighting? Play Equipment? Mowing? Maintenance? Beautifying? or should
we just be thankful that we get our garbage collected and our rates are being used elsewhere. Like resealing certain roads
at Fletcher - that looked perfectly fine to me - not even a pot hole. the Baseball needs to go it is way too dangerous and
damaging and is in no way suitable for this area, that's the truth and that's a fact. If you really care about people and safety
that is what you should do, actually it should have been done ages ago - rather than ignore the truth and the facts. Better /
newer play equipment at Hope Street Reserve would be great especially if it was more visible ( safety and stranger danger,
come to mind)
This is a great place to exercise dogs as well - parking around here when sport is being played is a big issue / problem to
the point of being dangerous.
I/ we have been living in the area for nearly 20 years we know what works and what doesn't - we see what works and what
doesn't. I could go on and on (again) but i know that City of Newcastle doesn't appear to take to kindly to what I /we have to
say over this way ( I don't think Sonia Hornery ) likes it either.
But you all need to try and understand that we do it because we care.
We are here in this area more than what you are.
The way things are at the moment are just not working and is some cases a just down wright wrong and just not fair to most
of the people living in the area and paying their rates for this area.

from Debbie McIntosh
67 Hope Street
Wallsend
More large shaded trees and shelter needed. Better sensory areas required for both younger and older people - don't forget
disabled people. We don't need more open grassed areas we have enough of them. We need more community areas as in
Centennial Park.
I would like to see more natural areas, like at Islington Park, that encourage water play and creativity.
Blackbutt is great with the ability for kids to play with natural materials, incorporating more of that idea in other playgrounds
is great.
Also music or interative art installations would be a wonderful addition and help stimulate kids creativity.
I would also like to see more challenging playgrounds to capitalise on the ninja park popularity.

I think it's also important to consider how to engage all the senses in play - planting of native plants with a variety of textures
and scents will also create a sensory experience for children.
In general most CON parks should be better maintained. In particular, the public amenity buildings provided require
upgrading, and be opened and cleaned regularly. There should be no extension of hard surfaces, eg netball Courts,
particularly at National Park,as they will create more heat and traffic, and downstream flooding. The new extension of
National Park should be developed for passive recreation for family and children with lush grassed areas, best quality
playground equipment,copses of suitable shade trees, shade structures and recreational facilities, to address deficiencies in
inner city parkland, particularly with the highrise residential explosion which has taken place nearby. Centennial Park is a
good example for the extension of NP
i can understand the 'low maintenance' need but it would be great to have some token alternative vegetation...hedgerows,
tree copse, flower bed. Council staff skills in recognising the need for some re-growth in mature patches of tree variety
concerns me.
Don't like parks surrounded by high rise which destro the sense of being 'in nature'. But developers seem to be sold the right
to light air and landscape.
more trees
The excellent set up of bins that are available at Merewether Beach, with separate bins for recycling etc, should be available
at all parks and beaches.

Table 19: Reasons for not visiting any playgrounds – Other mentions
I have no children or grandchildren
The playgrounds in lake macquarie are sufficient, and we prefer the more natural surrounds/bush settings
I have used the playground at the foreshore park with young children and find that it is so limited in what it offers that the
children quickly became bored. There is so much more that could be done
No children
Parks are playgrounds. Why to children need things provided to them to play?
I don’t have children
I do like the idea of clever exercise equipment suitable for all ages
I don't have any young children
Unable to use playgrounds, stroke survivor.
I have no young children
at 76 ii am too old too play on play ground equipment
I have visited parks that have playgrounds, but I have not used, or been with others who have used, the playground
equipment etc.
I am a senior and don't have a need for playgrounds
Our son isn't that interested anymore
But i enjoy walking through them and admiring them and seeing families using them.
When I need playground equipment I go to Speers Point as really that is the only half reasonable playground location within
Newcastle and surrounds.
I do not have any littlies - grandchildren - to take to a playground.
Have walked dogs through the park...
I don’t have children of an age to accompany them to playgrounds
Don't have children
no young children
I have walked through them but not visited with usage in mind
I may be a bit too grown up/heavy to use the equipment
I don't have young family.
Children too old now. Need fenced playgrounds - I used to drive to Whitebridge to a (great!) fenced playground - great play
equipment, room to kick a ball, trees to climb, etc etc
I don't have kids
My children are teenagers now, but when they were young we were regulars of playgrounds.
I wasn't aware Newcastle had any really extensive playgrounds for kids, I do regularly go to the playgrounds at Speers Point
in the Lake Macquarie Council area.
I was a frequent visitor to playgrounds when my friend's grandchildren were younger, but now I have little contact with
children of playground age.

Table 20: Who with when visiting any playgrounds – Other mentions
Lots of children's parties are held in local parks - that's usually when I go to the Playground areas in the parks. My family is
grown, so I don't use the playgrounds as much as I used to.
I observe this one my daily walks
We bring grandchildren to the playground
as previously stated
Only visit play areas when grandchildren are visiting
Our Landcare group collects up rubbish and cleans graffiti from playground in Northcott park and Cook park
I take my niece, so only sporadically
We are always looking for a place to get some exercise in and bring a smile to our faces!
My children are entering their teen years. Playgrounds have less value for them. The playground designs are aimed at
younger children.
Work
Grandchildren
School students

Table 21: General suggestions or comments about our playgrounds
Swings are essential.
Variety of equipment, I would like to see more adult gym circuits
Dogs and playgrounds do not mix well, please keep dogs to their own fenced areas.
Update audits should concider "playability" as well as safety - unless the equipment is enjoyable to use, no-one will use no
matter how "safe".
Water fountains
Plant more trees
no
They lack sunshade and variety. There are water features which are safe and use only recycled water such as those in
Darling Habour
No
Generally in good condition
Please follow through on all stages of the planned playground at Stevenson Park as soon as possible; my children are
growing up fast and may soon be too old to enjoy playing at their local park.
There is a playground near the soccer fields in broadmeadow that would benefit from an upgrade. You’ve added more trees,
which is great, but improved facilities would also be good for the local community there
Children in the extended family seem to have enjoyed the playgrounds
Excellent newer equipment. A great deal, at least in the inner city parks, is designed for very small children, rather that
primary school age or teenagers. Makes the park less attractive for the older age groups.
Children enjoy them. Centennial park is favorite place. Children enjoy climbing trees under supervision. No need for fencing
as children are supervised by adult. Enjoy having space to kick a ball around. Children are captivated by fountain in Civic
park.
no
Yes visit other councils and look what they are doing e.g Lake Mac, Carins
Let's put a fabulous kids' playground in (or near) the Newcastle CBD - a fenced-off playground. Something like the Speers
Point playground - near or at foreshore park.
Our family loves the playgrounds of Newcastle, especially Richley Reserve. We always welcome new playgrounds in our
area.
Some parks are great and some are absolutely lousy
They are poor. Very small and lacking in range compared to other councils.
no
Richelys reserve is a great facility. It would be good if some of the smaller playgrounds hadn't taken so long to upgrade - my
kids were too old to enjoy Waratah Park when it was finally upgraded
Less bark, more soft rubber

Same as before
Question about awareness is stupid. A person is either aware or not. Other responses is invalid.
The Centennial Park playground was upgraded more than 12 months ago. It is fabulous.
For improvement - It is important that play equipment is constructed from materials that are appropriate for the conditions.
I.e. if a playground does not have shade then do not use plastics that overheat in the sun. Use timbers instead. Or if a
playground is exposed to the ocean use appropriate materials that do not rust or corrode.

Positive - LOVE some of the new parks installed around Newcastle and the involvement of the community in developing
them. For example we just visited Laneway Park in Adamstown on the weekend and loved the fenced playground, sand pit
and community garden. A++
More gym type equipment to encourage exercise
No
No
Council have a tree planting mentality where you plant but zero maintenance and pruning occurs as it might upset the
greenies so the trees often become ratty and inappropriate where they have been planted and the majority of flowers and
smaller plants are being removed or just die off due to lack of maintenance.
N/a
Where toilets are available they should be open through the day
Yes. Please ask the almighty Supercar Conglomerate if they can go somewhere else so the people of Newcastle can enjoy
the park as it was intended to be enjoyed by all. As for the December Supercar dates for next year - you have got to be
joking? Bye bye Christmas parties, picnics. Disgusting.
Same as before do some maintainance on a regular basis
No
Skate bowl and park for Lambton
no
Continuing maintenance and installation of equipment that is appropriate for a larger age range of children
No vandalism, graffiti.
Some slides heat up
More variety and larger number of items. Eg more than two swings. For large and popular parks this is not enough. As
some kids don’t share. A bubbler near parks for kids to refill a water bottle. One that cannot be peed on or other disgusting
things people do. A fenced in area for little kids to prevent running away. And more shaded seating for adults.
More options
None
We need more with public toilets closely nearby
.
broken equipment and softfall need to be replaced.
No
Focus on fewer, better playgrounds that provide real challenge for children at all ages.
Disabled access and parking important.
No
no
Provide better parking, toilets, shade, tables and seating.
my local playground has limited offerings for very young children.
Require more shade in and around as well as green space for children to run
stevenson park playground in terrible
Dixon Park playground is pathetic. I have been there many times with my grandchildren and the number of playthings
available is always far less than the number of kids. The Lake Council facility at Speers Point makes Newcastle look third
rate. Dixon Park is a perfect location for a regional facility.
Lambton Park needs a full refurbishment to bring it into line with other parks. As one of the most popular parks in the area,
the play equipment is its major downfall.
Again, more trees would be great, particularly over the seating areas, so that parents or carers have shade while watching
kids. Most of the playgrounds I'm aware of in Newcastle could also do with more shade over the equipment itself.
Access to toilets at playgrounds would be great as well as some bench seating for parents.

Please install after-dark lighting over the playground behind Carrington Bowling Club
No .
Playgrounds need to be well maintained. Some of the playground equipment in Newcastle City could be more regularly
maintained due to the amount of children and families visiting these areas. It is ridiculous that you budget other parks over
city parks.
Gregson Park needs a major upgrade soon
Need more natural spaces for shading and for children to play in for more connection to nature
Ok
Share the money around so every suburb gets something, not just the higher income areas
Higher standards of cleaning and maintenance on existing playgrounds is required. New playground and skate
infrastructure at Stockton is over the top, overcapitalised and ugly.
Very well maintained
As Newcastle is growing it is very important to keep our parks and community areas.
The Council does a good job of maintaining these areas considering some of the people that do not respect our parks as
they should.
0
no
Children lose access to public playgrounds so Supercars can save on storage costs. So many public spaces given to a
private company. Why waste money on maintenance when they are trashed by Supercars?
No
Create interesting playgrounds with the involvement of locals. The standard plastic playgrounds are fine - but create some
new, unique spaces.

Create pocket parks in underused spaces in the city centre. They might just have stepping stones or small gardens.
They should all have covers and be fenced.
No
No
These areas often attract homeless people who on the whole leave the area clean , some visitors could take a leaf out of
these persons book.
Yes stop chainsawing trees and shrubs for the greatest city loss event, Supercars. Remember Nelmes lies about 2000
percent more shade- get her to stick to it instead of devastating green spaces to take photos with her hobby horse
Supercars that is bleeding city rates. GET rid of this event, you have an out clause Councilllors were not informed of the
unconscionable contract prior to voting for it at the request of Supercars. Start cleaning up pools and stop selling city assets
to private enterprise. This is the worst Council we have ever had is misprioritised spending heritage preservation transport
outcomes and general cleanliness and maintenance.
Perhaps even more seating in the shade although people do bring their own tables and chairs
Great improvement in both parks particularly that on McCaffrey Drive.
No
More shade is needed for the parents/carers of the children using the park at Stockton. There is plenty of shade for the
(users) of the park but not enough extra shade for those supervising or watching.
There are some amazing parks provided for children’s play, but many of the suburban parks are in bad need of an update
with seating, shade provision, etc.
update toilets where old
maintain/fix broken equipment
It is essential that they have toilets. We don't take our grandchildren to playgrounds that don't have toilets.
Great space in Suburbia
no
more equipment for younger ones.
As previous
additional equipment to wider range needed at the smaller ones.
No.. same as parks
Keep finding more space for parks, it's important that we keep our ' green spaces'.
Hudson Park playground often has a lot of litter

see previous response in 'Parks' section.
no comment
No.
Na
NO
A new Toilet Facility at Corroba with Disable Toilets. Parking at Coeeoba & Lynn Oval!
No
Vegetate.
Maintenance on a daily a basis.

Cleaning every day of the week of toilets and amenties. Employ more people to do this....don’t su bcontract the work out.
No
no
Newcastle East playground near the rail sheds needs maintenance of the ground cover woodchip and needs to be made
larger with more equipment.
Drinking water and rubbish bin at playgrounds would be used
Should be more stuff for older kids 10- 14
still plant more trees, and plans for collecting household waste water to plant more trees
Need something like the Lake Mac City playground at Speers point to be situated in the inner city area on the south side of
the harbour
The playground below Fort Scratchley has NO shade. The council in its wisdom, at the behest of Supercars and at the
ratepayers expense cut down twelve mature trees. We are told that there will be no replacement trees planted (only in
Newcastle would this be possible) Apparently the council considers Supercars to be more important than our children.
During the build up to Supercars it is now more difficult to access the park due to removal of zebra crossings and placement
of concrete barriers. Move Supercars out of town and onto a dedicated race track and give our children their park back.
Plant some shade trees. We were promised 2000% more shade. When? In 50 years?
spread the upgrades
Continue to improve the playgrounds and increase shade and seating.
Cairns has great gym equipment along the foreshore. Install at least 10 stations along the foreshore and parks, particular
alongside walking paths. They get used heaps. The one at Islington alongside the bridge isn’t as function or as good as the
ones at Cairns waterfront.
Playground improvements are making a difference to people bringing their children to the parks.
Our closest parks are adequately equipped but Islington could do with more equipment as it is always very busy with
parents and children.
More seats for us elderly grandparents would be appreciated.
Need more seating for adults close to equipment.
More toliets!!!
No
Bigger playgrounds needed
No
The Newcastle Foreshore needs to be returned to the general public and the Supercars relocated to a better suited area
where all car and motor bike racing can be hosted regularly. There needs to be more trees planted.
The grounds keepers do a wonderful job
Check out the parks and facilities provided by Lake Macquarie council for inspiration. We use the parks with our
grandchildren toilets are an essential along with a fenced area. We have noticed that during the day the parks are used by
grandparents with their grandchildren and would like you to consider that when designing the park areas. Fenced area for
dogs are also an essential.
Quite good.
No
There is no shade at the playground in the lower part of Fort Scratchley and the seating is a little too far from the equipment.
stockton by the ferry is terrific

More adventurous play equipment, especially climbing (like darling harbour) works be appreciated.
No
Better use of passive sport facilities such as the hitting walls at Bar Beach would add further value to council parks.
Not all parks have shaded areas or public toilets
Shade Shelters and Car Parking
Could be more parking near Stockton Wharf playground (and for ferry commuters)
no
NO
Gym equipment would be nice
No
Smith Park for sporting users needs a significant upgrade. Newcastle is lagging behind Lake Macquarie for playground and
sporting facilities.
Keep upgrading playgrounds to make it easy to get the kids outside.
there is a need for a 'sensory' playground for impaired children.
Often broken glass at islington park
No public toilets at Islington
Would be good to have a range of equipment to cater for older kids (eg nothing at Islington)
Play equipment should be more challenging/exciting for older kids
Put a decent playground in Foreshore park.
Not really
More shade
More updated playgrounds are required in many of the parks around Newcastle. The sad state of well used playground in
New Lambton's Regent park is a common example.
Nice safe place for little kids to run free
No
Far better lighting and anti-dog/cat poop provisions
Maybe some sporting amenities for older ratepayers such as specially marked boules areas with seating & shade within the
playground areas.
We need more equipment for older children
Playground at Gregson Park needs replacement
more seating
No
My Grandchildren love to visit Lambton Park when they come from Sydney.
It is wonderful to see so many families and groups using this great area and hear their laughter as they share their time
together.
It obviously was a "Gold Plated" Council project. People live on public roads with potholes and no drainage. Not sure "Gold
Plated" playgrounds should be built and neglect the roads in the poorer suburbs of Newcastle.
They serve an important community function because they are friendly places where people tend to talk to each other and
children can interact.
Let’s make playgrounds in a Newcastle awesome. Hungerford Hill Vineyard in the 80’s is a great example of an awesome
playground. Forts, towers, tyre bridges etc. big open areas,
National Park playground should be renewed.
We still miss the flying fox in Lambton Park!
I think the recent upgrades are appropriate.
Some maintenance of soft-fall required at the Linwood Art Park
More beautiful seasonal shade trees. Gardens. Lovely seating for nursing mothers with shade. No bark used for surfaces.
My grandchildren are constantly getting it into their shoes and it’s sharp.
Filtered water stations.
Bike racks.
Safe and clean toilets.

Put the bin back in Wallsend Skate Park.
Please see my previous response regarding the inappropriateness of having an off leash dog area near a children's
playground, like at Nesca Park
Fences would make it more relaxing for adults with children.
Régent street new Lambton is not a very good needs updating as soon as possible my grand kids don’t like it
Usually damaged equipment at each park we visit
Still don't like having to pay to park at Blackbutt.
More equipment that is suitable to a range of ages. Toilets are very important when you have young children, too many
playgrounds don't provide these acitues even though they have good equipment. Some playgrounds are very out dated
such as Dangar park
Include decent shade and consider how hot metal slides etc will become in the sun. Clean toilets (both Stockton and King
Edward Park toilets are disgusting). Equipment to suit older kids
Update the playground at dangar park mayfield. And would generally like to see more playgrounds close to beaches, eg
update empire park playground.
increase the number of nature play playgrounds
improve the range of equipment for younger and varying ages
Has anyone thought of adult playgrounds
Very few to no parks have fences
Shade is very poor at Newcastle parks
Very few parks/playgrounds have baby change facilities despite the location which calls for it
I have seen these essentials done well in other councils and was surprised by the complacent reply to my feedback to
council via the Council website .

All other aspects of playgrounds are fine very well by the Newcastle Council
More shade cloths
I don't think I read the question properly. I'm very short on time.
Essentially: I mostly attend locations that are dog-friendly.
I don't have kids.
I don't bring my dog to locations that have lots of young families and kids
I want more off-leash areas
With plenty of shade and bins
Thanks again for North Lambton.
copy queensland council's playgrounds there amazing have shelter kids can even play when raining even when the suns
too hot, soft playing grounds not wood chips which kids throw and get hurt by !!!
na
More shade please and toilets
MacAuley Park in Tarro does not have a bin.
More shading is needed - it is too hot to use them much of the time.
Preferably trees, but erected shelters are also useful.
My child likes to run around bare foot so the surface is very important
more natural timber/products for equipment
more seating and tress to provide natural shade
Peter Pan Park, in Bernborough Avenue Maryland, has no shade near the play equipment, seating is adequate—just, soft
fall isn’t! Wood chips isn’t a suitable surface for young children to land on. The playground itself is a considerable distance
from the road over uneven ground at best; cracked & Brocken clay in dry weather, muddy after rain!
Dixon park is atrocious. Having dogs off leash has ruined the park. Children’s playgrounds and dogs do not mix. Huge
dangerous holes have been dug, dog shit is everywhere. Owners do not supervise their animals and allow them to run into
playground and barbecue areas. Dog less families should not have to be worried by dogs when they visit a park. Also
more shade is needed PLEASE PLANT TREES and not spindly, slow growing Norfolk pines Thank you.
Playgrounds, parks and pools are an essential facility which encourage families to come out and enjoy community. Under
no circumstance should these resources be allowed into private hands

Improved signage eg re no dogs, keep tidy, place rubbish in bins etc.
Don’t sell out fo developer greed or your own greed
Test
No
More wheelchair child holding things to make easier on parent or carer backs
Due thanks for provision and maintenance.
Not enough playground areas for older children
It would be great to have bubblers installed at all playgrounds
It seems that Lake Mac put more design and effort into playgrounds than NCC in terms of both maintenance, and scope
catering for all ages and abilities. NCC playgrounds are mostly for little children and are not as well maintained. usually
equipment when damaged remains broken, or is removed, rather than updated.
Still don't have an equivalent of Speers point playground after seven years since raised with council and receiving a bland
and uninformative five year plan in response
In Christie Rd there was an area which I was told was supposed to be a park. Now it seems to belong to the Crem
Need more shade more bins, more toilets, more fun things eg more swings climbing things, agility equipment for dogs
Shady , good short Stay Parking. Safe
Foreshore Park Newcastle is only suitable for toddlers, needs some equipment for older kids, even the swing is tiny.
MEYER Park Adamstown needs the swings closer to the playground as they are a long distance apart, the playground
could use an upgrade. Also toilets seem to be only open when the ovals are in use for sporting events
How about you come clean about the cost of storing the bollards and the cost of resurfacing the roads over and over again
for Supercars and the cost to small business and the local community and the lack of consultation and the spin and the lies
and the labor councillors who vote in a block and the other councillors who say nothing much. I truly hope a forensic
accountant reveals it all. It’s beyond shameful.
More undercover shade and fenced playgrounds
Use softball not wood chips
Never use tubular plastic
Incorporate shade into playground design
Uses for all ages
Bike trails should be included where possible, like Islington Park.
Stockton is great!
obviously more effort and resources are needed but animal exclusion where no separate area must be introduced
More shade is very important for the kids. Please don’t take away swings!
Dog bins for poop with bags. City of Stirling in Perth have them
Need more shade structures and less static play equipment. More interactive structures and equipment is needed.
We need more imaginative adventure playgrounds as I've seen in other cities and overseas.
Not now
Good to see improvement
Uninspiring however Stockton popular because only one like it good for children, should be more
Tennis Wall would be good.
Maybe some outdoor exercise equipment.
More shade. The playground at Hamilton North needs shade sails
Younger children well catered for. Would be good to see more for older children eg Tennis wall as in Empire Park
In general, playgrounds are well maintained, cater for a range of ages and are very well used. Keep up the good work.
Stockton - what is it with the sand which is blown in certain sections and making the skating area unsafe. Virtually new and
the tower slide was closed.
Blackbutt - the metal slide/tunnel was hot to touch and one of my students cut their finger on the metal. Disappointing when
it was so new.
Where are the toilets for Islington Park toilets compared to the playground?
Playgrounds are great, expansion on popular playgrounds is a good idea.
Everytime I go I pick up glass out of the bark softball and surrounding grass.

National Park.This playground suffers from deposited rubbish being uncollected for up to 1 week.The Council workers
spend the vast majority of their time in the No1 Sportsground area. They collect some deposited rubbish on a Monday
morning & place this in rubbish bins for collection by the Council garbage truck early on a Tuesday morning.The bins are
then replaced by the Council workers on Tuesday morning after the rubbish bins have been emptied. The Council workers
are not seen again until the following Monday so that any ground rubbish is left in the playground until the following Monday
morning.To my observation there is never any further "rubbish patrol"in any portion of the park until the following Monday.
Foreshore park in the east end is very old. Likewise with the fortscratchly one
Need equipment for older kids not just babies
I have spent no time at the Elermore Vale site mentioned as I drive past it regularly although don’t live in that area. So it
looks good and is a nice new addition to the area.
The Stephenson Park facilities are not great from parking, shade, seating and as we are involved in Softball, even spectator
access & line of sight especially when games are played on the main diamonds 1 & 2. It is terrible with little shade & you
cannot see the game from under the trees due to the dug out roof on either side. Surely a better solution can be reached
with this area. The canteen and bathroom facilities need to be updated and extra facilities added away from the main club
house. Although access around the whole park is quite good due to the street access surrounding the ground, parking
desperately needs to be addressed along the fringes of this park so that residents don’t constantly have people parking
across driveways and struggling to get a suitable park without annoying locals. There is so much land surrounding
Stephenson park, surely this can be utilised to have recessed parking within the grounds rather than on street and only
having the 1 small carpark near the club house that you almost need a 4wd to access due to the state of the ground there.
The other issue is gaining access to this carpark and any area coming off Industrial Drive as it is VERY dangerous
considering you are turning off and into an unmarked area whilst cars are flying past doing 80+km/hr. It is an accident
waiting to happen.
no they are lovely, we do love flowers and gargens in the parks. One request is HAMILTON needs a major update, play
equipment is pathetic
Council is doing a great job refurbishing and maintaining our playgrounds.
More playgrounds in key suburbs. Gregson Park needs an URGENT facelift
See response previously on Regent Park, New Lambton. Massive amounts of money have been spent on inner city parks
and Merewether, but we have been living near Regent Park for 8 years and nothing has been upgraded at this park. Many
people bring small children here and it is woeful.
Maintenance of the Brickworks Playground, with regard to replacement of the old unused all abilities is appreciated. There
is still room for embellishment of this great asset with some more facilities
Playgrounds in East End closed off for months for Supercars. No close alternative for local kids. Black plastic fencing looks
sinister. Not enough shade trees. All frees removed from Fort Scratchley Reserve. Looks bare & ugly.
Plant MANY more trees
very impressed with them
Playgrounds are essential for a community including trees and bushes and open green spaces
Islington playground is a great of example of how rejuvenation of a playground and almost immediately encourage the local
community to utilise the area.
Inexplicably, Mayfield, which is a large area with a large community of growing families seems to miss out on improvements.

Dangar playground is in desperate need of improvement and more varied equipment, as is the playground at Stevenson
Park. The later is regularly used during the soccer season by kids but needs a good upgrade and shelter.
Include more monkey bars !
you should definitely pay more attention to special needs groups of all ages.
Try copying Lake Macquarie Council's Speers Point complex!
Should have more facilities and access for disabled people of all ages. Create urban forest with lots of shade trees , Its not
hard, its been done in plenty of other places. You don't need to engage with expensive consultants just look at whats been
done elsewhere.
Maybe divided into two parts .One for older kids and one for younger. Two climbing frames slippery dips like Stockton. The
sand play at Stockton is good as well
Build more and ensure equipment safe. Provide drinking water bubblers.
keep upgrading them!!
No
See earlier comments re parks
we need more, given the increasing number of 'little people' taking up residence in the wider Newcastle area.
I think that the move towards more nature based playgrounds is a really good idea. Like the old fashion adventure
playgrounds.
Some of the newer parks eg Fletcher St at Adamstown are excellent and the benefit of these facilities are shown by the
amount of use from the local community, including a number of people who travel to take advantage of the facilities. It would

be great to see more of these in local Newcastle community areas, particularly Kotara. Fencing is also so important as it
improves the safety especially for parents with multiple children
Make them safe and accessible for all.
Give more thought to where you built / position them
If they are too close to busy roads put fencing up
Try not to have them too close too Public Toilets, drain ways
Try to have them more visible to the roads / neighbors (casual visual surveillance) for safety and stranger danger,
More large shaded trees and shelter needed. Better sensory areas required for both younger and older people - don't forget
disabled people. We don't need more open grassed areas we have enough of them. We need more community areas as in
Centennial Park. The old Life Without Barriers land should be made into a urban forest/sensory park.
With all the high rise and development in the west end this area should be developed to cater for the families living there.
See my earlier comments pls

Table 22: Reasons for not visiting any pools – Other mentions
Why did not include Merewether and Newcastle Baths in the survey
I visit Merewether bathes and Newcastle Uni pool and Charlestown pool
I live in city precinct and use ocean baths
I prefer to visit Newcastle Ocean Baths.
Why does the list of pools exclude city pools?
I would like to know the location of heated pools near Honeysuckle Precinct.
I go to Charlestown or the Forum.
Not a swimming person
I prefer to go to the ocean baths.
Cleanliness of pool and dressing area comfort and showers, and shading, are not as good as the university pool, so I swim
at the uni pool after trialling other pools a while ago
i like and prefure ocoaen baths
I swim at the beach and at the ocean baths.
Entry fee to high
i need am of an age i need enclosed pool
Prefer the beach and ocean baths
I use Merewether baths or Newcastle baths or the beach (BTW do not need to be developed - they need to be properly
maintained)
I swim at the beach because it's free
In the past I have valued swimming centres but because of age do not have the same desire that I once had.
I use Merewether Ocean Baths
We use the local beaches
Because of my age (75) I feel safer in club pools with more supervisors to help when needed.
Time and need to care for partner. Need an additional option here to go to next step.
Chlorine
Swim at ocean baths
Use beach / ocean baths
Iuse an indoor heated lap pool
I live near Newcastle Ocean Baths.
I only use Newcastle Baths
I have a pool at home
Inconvenient, poorly maintained and out of date, and way too costly

My nearest pool is Arnold's Swim Centre. As I go alone, I can take my phone and house or car keys with me and know they
are secure.
I am susceptible to sinus infections.
I am not that keen on swimming pools - Newcastle and Merewether Baths would be the exception.
I used to go to stockton beach now I go to port stephens shire
I prefer the Newcastle Ocean Baths
I prefer to swim in the sea
I don't enjoy these pools
I go to merewether pool
I visit our ocean pools regularly but your don't inquire about them. Why not?
This reflects the NCC bad attitude towards those pools. They must be looked after properly and not privatised.
I go to the ocean baths
I used to visit frequently but physical difficulties have caused me tp stop.
My husband and I use the ocean baths daily.
I have a pool at home however these are very important community facilities and I have frequented over the years
I use the 2 ocean pools instead
I use ocean and ocean baths
Have recently preferred to use the ocean baths, & the Bogie Hole
They do not seem keen on model boats
I go to Newcastle Baths
Prefer ocean baths ,and pools too expensive for regular use
Too old no longer have a swimsuit
I have visited Newcastle Ocean Baths and Merewether Ocean Baths, neither of which is listed. Also Charlestown Pool but
out of council area, and the pool at the University.
I prefer indoor heated pools.
Too expensive for whole family.
I use the pool in my apartment complex, and the ocean baths.
I have swim and snorkel at Reid's Reserve, Swansea Heads, or at the Forum pool at Newcastle university.
Live at Newcastle sea pool
I'm not involved in swimming or exercises in a pool.
I use Ocean Baths
We have had a pool. I would only attend a heated pool or recreation pool similar to Lambton however the pools in
Newcastle aren't enticing for families
I love ocean baths and use these weekly in summer
Love the Baths etc - a very important part of Newcastle - but I’m not a swimmer / beach person
Avoid swimming due to medical device
Have not had an opportunity but intend to do so
Use Ocean Pools
There is not one close to me
We need shade coverage over adults pools also. Lambton pool is close by but I don't want sunburn during my half hour of
laps or during aquarobics.
I swim regularly at Ocean baths
I go to Charlestown pool in Lake Macquarie area because of the heating and can access it in winter.
I swim at ocean baths.
Did go to bogey hole
I prefer to go to the beach
I go to the beach or Merewether pool
I go to the beach or the ocean baths

We go to ocean baths and ocean
Prefer ocean baths
Occasionally Charlestown pool but usually go to ocean baths
Cost concerns me
I have visited the Newcastle and Merewether Ocean Baths.
In winter I visited the Charlestown heated pool for exercise.

Table 23: Who with when visiting any pools – Other mentions
Only to teach her to swim myself.
To say I vit weekly ( prev page is not true, the pool is closed most of the year but
I visit more than 20 times in the limited time it is open
Swim at Bar Beach
I don't visit them other than Ocean Baths
I live near a beach, but I've just learned about a water aerobics class at Lambton pool, so I'll go there. I bought a family
pass for some friends for the past 3 years at Lambton.
School swimmming carnival
My family occasionally attends when they visit.
I swim regularly in the ocean baths which I understand the council also maintains??
For training for work qualifications
And with sporting clubs
I have observed a severe bindi problem at Lambton pool under the trees. Gardening Australia TV show advocated the use
of lime to supress bindis. I have used this and it works.
swim club
with Newcastle tri club
Work
School carnivals also
And with the class every fortnight in Term 1.
with work
As part of a school group
Haven’t visited in more than 12mths
Also with Friday swim club

Table 24: General suggestions or comments about our swimming pools
The changed car park at Mayfield has really poor visibility for exiting cars as there's always vehicles parked on Ingall St by
the exit.
The bindi weeds at Mayfield are worse the last 2 years.
More than one warm shower would be good!!
I used to go more, but found the pool is now too expensive.
No
lambton pool is lovely, but Id like to see more variety in the cafe.
need mire learn to swim , shelters and food options
none
In my younger years I used to go to swimming pools with my children. In particular Sutherland pool in Sydney which had a
makeover from unheated open pool to enclosable heated pools with play areas, training pools, gym, spas and saunas,
coffee shops, picnic areas. The pool went from open summer only to being well patronised all year round. Newcastle can
experience long cold periods over winter up to six months. It makes sense to have a facility open year round. Put it out for
public discussion. See what the response is.

Heated year round would be great
I mainly use the ocean pools and have not included these in my consideration of pools.
I don't like them being privatised. The kiosks could sell less junky foodstuffs and staff should be better trained not to put a
ton of salt on the fried potatoes so they are inedible.
No.
no
Nothing about inland pools, don’t use them. BUT please keep our Newcastle Ocean Baths as they are!
Very good
We really need one heated outdoor pool open all year. In the past I have used Charlestown but even that pool gets very
cold because of the tree cover. I have taken out pool membership at Balance fir winter this year, but I really prefer outdoor
pools, and the membership is quite exoensive. Of course I would prefer Mayfield Poll to be open all year as it is within
walking distance. It is also a very a very beautiful pool.
The change room facilities haven’t changed in 30 years
no
No
No
I have not been to any of the pools in Newcastle since my wallet and car keys were stolen. I don't know if I will ever go back
as it cost me a lot of money to replace everything I lost. While the pool staff where helpful I don't trust the other people at the
pool. You need more security as there was no video footage and as far as I'm aware the police never caught the person
who stole my belongings.
.
As I said at the start, I don’t go to the pool. I have my own so it’s hard for me to comment
I no longer use swimming centres
Water safety is such an important issue that I would be concerned with any attempt to wind back access to public swimming
pools.
As I have not visited a swimming pool for many years, I am in no position to have an opinion. I do think that the provision of
pools for recreation and learn to swim/fitness/swimming clubs/school carnivals is important and support the Council's desire
to make these useful and attractive.
They're perhaps a little dated, but they are functional so the aesthetics doesn't bother me
I do not use the pools. Suggest pools should be priced without impacting rates. Water could get very expensive.
no
no
No
I only know of one decent council pool in the area
No because I DO NOT USE THEM
No
No.
Looking forward to much needed upgrade to Wallsend Pool
No
.
They’re notoriously still slippery, and again not a place that’s ‘friendly’ for older folk
They cost too much. Aren't worth the amount.
no
Lambton pool is well managed since council handed it to the private operator
No
Lambton looks a bit dated - especially change rooms.
Lambton Pool has gone downhill since the Council outsourced this to a private provider - they aren't keeping the grass
watered, the baby pool is full of ducks/duck poo and the slide is now overpriced :(
Longer opening hours in Summer maybe?
I dont use public pools. Too much snot.
There is no accessible toilet or shower!!! Can not believe after years attending the pool, there is no accessible toilet & I have
to ask for a chair to sit in front of the ONE heated shower. This needs to be addressed

No
I don't go to council pools but could not offer feedback if I didn't respond to specific miss information.
The friends I've given a Lambton 1/2 yearly pass to really like it and use it 7 days a week in warm weather.
No
Love Lambton Pool's kids splash pad area. Would love to see more like it.
I like an outdoor pool, and would be very disappointed if they were fully enclosed.
l
No
nil
I would be happy to see these privatised or closed if they are not performing
Seem OK
Keep costs low.
Ocean baths remain free for people who live close enough to access them regularly, so inland pools entry fees should be
subsidised.
I am not sure anyone will truly care!
No
No
Lambton Pool needs a major overhaul
Senior card holders should have a cut rate for the entry fee.
None
NA
No
No keep open longer it’s daylight savings, summer still hot and we have a closed pool
good standard of cleanliness
Cheap season tickets would be good.
Keep entry prices low especially for children, even if it means subsidising them from council funds. Any subsidies should
not come from increase rates but from reducing council costs.
no
It would be good for Wallsend pool to have more shaded areas, and also some interactive water play
I don"t visit swimming pool
Maintenance to a high level particularly important
no
no
No
No comment
Need some money spent on maintenance and repair and of course heating for winter use
No
Not all pools need ALL facilities: focus your budget and then let us know which pools have what. Do it properly.
No
No
No
Should be a priority
Provide parking and shade
If we are talking about indoor swimming pools, I don't swim in them only Newcastle Baths and Merewether and the ocean of
course!
Do not use these pools

Swimming pools are vital the further inland one lives. Lambton pool seems to be catering well for its visitors
Public swim pools are extremely necessary community assets. They must stay please for the benefit of the whole
community.
Cleanliness of pool has been poor, tend to rely on chemicals rather than manually cleaning pool and surrounds
no
No
No as l have never been to one of your pools.
The pools are well maintained with a range of options for all ages.
Will start going again now that the weather is warming up. Mainly go to Lambton swimming pool. Not really aware of many
others with the same facilities.
Where feasible, use salt water and avoid chlorine
no.
No, I am happy with the Lambton Pool facilities, play equipment, seating, shaded areas and ease of access.
No
no
Reduce entry costs. Why do the Diggers have to pay for entry when it is listed as a memorial pool.
My family attends Wallsend pool on a daily basis (for fitness) we really require an all year pool (including winter) aqua
fitness would be another great asset, this would bring in more people of all ages. Aqua fitness early morning would be great
for those of us who work full time but still love to participate
no
No
Pools don't need to be heated to enjoy all year around The baths are at their best in winter for those of us who choose to
swim then We compensate with wet suits. THey definitely don't need cleaning as often then either so Im not sure why that
money is wasted ???
No
No just keep them open. And in Councils hands do not privatise.
Again, nothing was asked about ocean baths. Why not? Is it because you don't want to know or expect negative feedback?
More pools
Senior adults NOT intending to swim with children should be able to be admitted FREE Of Charge.
I wouldn't know, I haven't visited any swimming pools in a couple of years.
No
I don’t use them, stroke survivor here.
Nil
no
N/A
No
Pools are up to standard.
No.
Our pools are looking a bit dated.
A vital community asset
I really no longer visit them enough to comment, but I used to love swimming at Newcastle Baths and feel sorry that it has
been neglected for so long as opposed to when Peter Walmsley ran it ....
No.
Important to have reliable and good upkeep of cleanliness, general maintenace, staffing (including qualified) and ultimately
updates of all as required.
No
Stockton Pool falls short on a range of facilities (or lack of them). It needs a modern upgrade.
Change/toilet facilities can always do with an overhaul.
You should ignore all my answers re inland swimming pools as I don't use them.
would be great to have an indoor swimming centre!

No
No
They are an important amenities especially for learning to swim classes.
More shade and interactive things to encourage more use.
no I go to the beach
No
no
No
nil
No
can be expensive with a family
You didn't mention Speers Point or Charlestown Pools, they are very good and I attend them at least on a regular basis.
The natural areas I.e. grass and trees are very important for the overall amentity.
Cost of access is too high for many of my neighbours and as a result, they rarely use the pool.
Would be interested in your water recycling / conservation policies eg do you use the water from the splash park at Lambton
for irrigation?
Na
If you go to Stockton Pool of a morning say 7.30am, every lane is taken up be swimmers doing laps. I have stopped going!
Ocean baths need maintaining. Do not lease out to private contractors.
no
Stop privatisation
Yes the pools should not use town water for cleaning.... the salt water pools should get a small compressor pump and hose
and use salt water..... please be aware!!!!
no
Good that Lambton is solar heated as the temperature in indoor pools is to high for my condition (Lymphoedema in legs).
Plan to visit more regularly as it meets all my needs and wants. Found staff very helpful when making enquiries re. needs &
wants.
no
Stop privatising then and keep funding them. The buildings are dated but the pools and staff are fantastic.
I visit to do my own aqua aerobics, but the main pool is too deep for what I want and the pool that is the right depth always
has the western lanes closed off, and the rest is too shallow - need an accessible area between hip and lower rib deep for
resistance walking
Pools area community facility and so important for future generations learning to swim and a great leisure playground.
Having grown up in the suburbs of Sydney our local pools were a facility frequented constantly and a source of great
pleasure.
My grandchildren are excellent swimmers thanks to their access to local municipal pools.
Councils should do their utmost to maintain these pools especially for those children that are not able to access our
beaches.
Newcastle baths should be up graded but not be changed so only certain people can use them ! They are after all
Newcastle baths for all public use
More shade required
Lambton pool bathrooms could do with an update.
No
Newcastle's pools, and those of neighbouring councils are great!
Need to remain open as long as possible
no
I would love to see a heated option at council pool for all year use and use for people with disabilities that would benefit from
heated pools i.e. me.
I would also like to see a safer way to get in and out of pools... steps that aren't slippery and rails on both sides into the
water.

Love the pools in Newcastle!
Money needs to be spent on upgrading the change rooms at Lambton pool.
The Newcastle and Merewether Ocean Baths need to remain as is and CON needs to lift their game and provide going
maintenance rather than handing these public facilities over to private enterprise. Public swimming pools need to remain
affordable to families and open long hours to cater for everyone.
No
Please don’t privatise or close Beresfield pool.
No
They are looking a bit outdated. Shade areas need to be improved.
no
Very important that they continue to operate.
None
Lambton Pool is much better since the new company took over - much better customer service
Would be good to have an indoor public pool in Newcastle with kids play area.
They are expensive - why do wealthy people at the beach get a free pool and those inland have to pay $15-20 per family to
go.
no
No
In terms of Lambton Pool, the maintenance and cleanliness could be better. I am aware of a child slicing off part of the heel
pad on their foot on a broken tile in the deep end of the main pool last year. Calls to Council and the pool contractor had the
parents calling each other with both Council and pool contractor absolving themselves of any responsibility.
Shameful.
Overall satisfied with running of pools.
We need them open in winter! Could be heated only in winter. But open anyway.
Once again I find that I go to Lake Macquarie pools more so than to Newcastle City Council pools. Proximity and user
friendliness of the Lake Macquarie Council pools draws me.
All year heated pools are a luxury. Let people pay for luxury. Fix the potholes and drainage in Wall Lane North Lambton
It would be nice to have it open all year round and heated so it can be used all year round.
Lambton is a great pool complex and enormously popular but it could do with refreshing a bit. However, I would hate to lose
it because it was closed in favour of a general sports complex location.
Keep them public and open all year.
Since privatisation the look and feel of Lambton Pool has declined to the extent that we will go to Charlestown Pool a bit
more this summer. The staff at Lambton are young, untrained and inexperienced . They need more experienced staff to
oversee the entrance and kiosk.
na
Pool heating is very important.
Desperately need an all year round pool.
With increasing temperatures, shade and seating in the shade is becoming more important than ever.
Would like to have more days open at Stockton since it is heated. Also, the most frequent response on you survey is
"weekly". Many of us "older person" swim laps daily or at least 5 or 6 times/week. It is keeping us healthy and out of hospital
$$$$$.
Change rooms need update especially showers. General maintenance of the tiling surrounds and internal tiling of the pool.
Garden outside the pool at the entrance needs maintenance at Mayfield.
After the winter close Lambton pool is full of duck faeces when it first opens for summer. Very unhygienic. The water should
be cleaned more thoroughly to improve it's quality at the start of the season.
I would be very interested in all year access to the swimming pools even if this was for restricted opening hours during the
winter months
Sometimes too many lanes taken by squads
A heated pool all year would be good.
Late opening wld be good
Lambton pool needs a good clean!
Later opening hours at Mayfield pool would be great. It’s a struggle to get there after work and fit in my laps before closing
time.
Newcastle needs an indoor, all year round swimming pool including kids pool(s) and possible slides to encourage practicing
swimming (not just lessons) all year around. The Forum is too cold and not suitable for younger kids

1. Get rid of private operators and stop tendering out our public assets;
2. Bring the pools back "ïn house" and employ council staff to manage them;
3. Put more capital investment into the pools and bring them up to modern standards
4. Upgrade Lambton Swimming centre and bring the facility back under council management
Please keep Lambton pool open during the winter
Mayfield pool needs a children’s water play area similar to the one at lambton pool.
clean them up. Mayfield pool has plenty of rubbish around it. it is not clean the toilets/changerooms are 50 years old. the
front garden doesn't look like it has been touched in many years. the tiles in the pool are cracked and the water is sometime
dirty with suspended material clearly seen when swimming. Staff are generally busy looking at their phones instead of
keeping the place clean and tidy
Lambton needs to be completely updated, it has so much under-utilised space. The change rooms should be knocked and
rebuilt - two-storey with multipurpose facilities. It’s way past time to implement the pool services delivery model from about
2007.
Swimming is great before work if the showers are heated and clean
Pool cleanliness, removal of ducks and customer service at Wallsend pool has improved dramatically since Scott's arrival
Personally I'd like some learn to swim lessons for under 5s available in the mornings at Wallsend
I've been attending Wallsend pool for about a month.
It's great.
Clean, friendly staff and not too busy.
Thanks!
I love everything about Lambton pool. The pools are clean and well maintained. The staff are friendly. Great job Lambton
pool!
Keep up the good work
As a regular user for many years of the pools through involvement with sport and school programs I feel Lane 4 and Bluefit
have allowed a significant drop in quality of the pools they run. Beresfield is by far the cleanest and nicest pool to swim at
currently. The facility is clean and the water always clear. Kids working alone with no idea of how the facility works is not
good enough (but Bluefit don't have to pay them as much so their profit is higher). The facilities have suffered since this
change and I hope council resumes control of all facilities in the near future.
I love mayfield pool!! The staff are lovely and the pool is always the perfect temperature and clean (I swim laps almost every
morning) and love the mural and the mosaic tiles there, would just love if there was one more hot shower in the change
rooms!
staff were extremely friendly. especially at the Lambton facility
I would like to see the showers get cleaned with cleaning product when scum builds up on the wall/ floor tiles.
having grown up in Newcastle I find Lambton pool is not as clean now as much as it was when council ran it. (with
knowledgeable staff). it would be nice to see this pool done up a little bit as it has been the same for as long as I can
remember. Sometimes their is dirt on the bottom of the pool early in the mornings, so it makes one wonder if it is getting
cleaned properly.
Wallsend pool is generally ok, although their were some weeks their where green algae was on pool sides.
staff are always friendly
No
Love the beautiful Stockton swimming pool. The staff are friendly and the grounds are always tidy and well cared for. The
ladies change room is always clean and I love the solar showers. Important to have a few designated lanes for lap
swimmers.
No
Dont sell them..what an appaling idea
Enjoy mayfield pool. Always clean. Service good.
Lambton pool needs a facelift. Spend some money on it
Lambton pool require capital expenditure to improve toilet / shower facilities. Markings on and around pool are looking tired
and worn. A small amount of money to spruce up the pools would go a long way to indicate the pool operators aren't just
running the asset into the ground and bleeding for every dollar it can.
Test
I love ocean baths please don’t change them to an ugly modern look
Being able to transfer disability child to water is hard

Showers need upgrading at both Lambton and Mayfield. Mayfield has only one hot shower on a timed which is annoying.
Lambton's showerheads are about 3m off the ground so it's almost impossible to rinse shampoo out of your hair. Casual
adult squads for a range of abilities would be fantastic to see implemented at both these locations.
Look at some of the pools in WA. Bayswater Council (I think) have an indoor pool with a wave feature and some really
good things for kids. So on hot days you can swim and have fun but not get sunburnt. Please look at something more than
what we have.
Lambton is an excellent facility. It does seem that the current management are not as well able to maintain the standard of
equipment. I noticed last time the waterslide was operating there were only a couple of functional inflatable rafts, resulting in
longer queuing times. The staff do not seem engaged or happy. Perhaps that is the issue. Invest in keeping up staff morale
and the service overall will improve.
Corey the regional manager for BlueFit has been very helpful and supportive for water polo for my kids. He has gone above
and beyond with a considerable amount of his personal time for coaching. His efforts and the new club at Mayfield pool
have demonstrated that activities at the less well utilized pools will result in kids who would not have continued swimming
continuing with a healthy aquatic sport. In general - kids who are not into competitive swimming and the huge training
committment will drop out of regular swimming. Waterpolo provides an easier gateway to maintaining their involvement in
sport. The absence of a year round facility closer to the centre of Newcastle is really annoying. Charlestown pool has
demonstrated the viability of year round opening with suitable heating. I have previous experience of using outdoor pools
year round at Maroubra and Fitzroy (yes in Melbourne). Lambton 50m Pool should be heated year round. No one expects
Libraries to make a profit don't expect the same from swimming pools.
Increase rates to make the entry to pools free as the pools are such wonderful community spaces.
Install more open air pools
program for seniors
Even though pools are uneconomic they are so important for learn to swim , health bemefits and for rehabilitation after
injury. If entrance fees were less utilization would increase significantly.
More shade areas my re water okay for kids and disabled kids.bhave special opening days hours for just kids with eg
Autism, disability so they don't get stressed out with to many plp
Indoor heated pools or bust.
Why are you even bothering with these surveys when council
Clearly has a regime that doesn’t listen and has no intention of listening.
Better programs and swim squads
People should be forbidden to swim in their underwear at any public pool!
more effort is necessary as is more pools
I would like to see the play areas more clearly identified as such so people learning to swim or train have an opportunity to
have relatively clear areas to swim in. Sometimes the pool is full of kids doing bommies.
Please try and keep cost down, and offer families low cost packages to encourage the use of facilities
Lane availability to do fitness/lap swimming is poor across Newcastle. It would be great to be able to go swimming at 5pm
without having to share with 15 people in one lane
I'm not a great user of pools, but happy to support these great facilities
I love the salt water pools by the ocean.
My main pool activity is at the Ocean Baths
There are sometimes bindis in the lawn at Lambton pool.
Good if pool was properly heated and open all year round.
Lambton Pool is in desperate need of maintenance for example the ladies toilets/ change rooms are a disgrace with one of
the three toilets leaking and the floor is constantly wet and the floor coating is peeling. They seemed to have bought in
some showy pieces like lounge chairs but cleanliness and general care if the major facilities is lacking.
Open all year will be great!
Merewether pool shed is a shit hole
love them
Love Lambton Pool. Well kept, plenty of off street parking, heated, maybe keep open all year round??
Pools are aging and need investment. A year round facility would be a terrific addition to Newcastle. Change rooms in
particular at Lambton need to be looked at. The showers need some TLC...
Compared to what is spent at Lambton pool Mayfield pool's expenditure is pale. More facilities should be spent at Mayfield.
Utilise the large and pleasing grassed area. More seating and facilities.
Wallsend Pool is well maintained for its age. Service has improved this season 2019/2020. Water condition is consistently
good and should be included as a metric. Temperature is usually very good too. Wallsend would significantly benefit from
splash pad and water play for young families and would significantly increase attendance. As would some good bbqs and
shelters. Increase the length of season would also be welcomed and costs offset by increased attendance through aforementioned embellishments.
Lambton Pool is consistently has water temperature issues, being too cold for large part of the season, which is a shame as
it has the facilities to attract (and does) young families. The learn to swim program suffers as a result of the low temps.

No learn to swim classes for Stockton children other than through schools programs!
more accessability options water safe wheel chairs for lampton splash zone
Mayfield pool provides such a important venue for recreation for the local community in the summer. Generally, this pool is
great and currently I think it already provides the community with so much.
The pool is affordable to most, particularly those families who don't have access to transport to visit the beach.
We love this pool and it is such a great melting pot of the community!
Protect Ocean Baths Newcastle East, which I visit regularly and use with delight, from improper development. But do not
leave pools to rot without development. I regard Merewether model as excellent and sustainable elsewhere. Supervision of
child behaviour in pool areas essenial for amenity and child safety equally.
Love them! Now I have little kids I use them all summer, at least twice a week. The shade is really important. Having one
near me in Mayfield means the kids get cooled off without using an aircon all day and night.
Need more shade at Lambton
no
No
Lambton pool is a brilliant community asset and well cared for.
The interative kids area is popular, but the babies pool is broken and that should be returned to operational condition asap.
If anything, a few more picnic tables would be very popular.
We've had assistance from the team there for first aid and they were well trained and capable in caring for our daughter.
It is not cheap though, the price point could be more accessible.
Maybe a small charge for use of our marine pools could 'subsidise' the inland pools. At the moment the richer seaside
suburbs get access - no parking fees - unavailable to
suburbanites.
Trees please
Must be cost effective to be useful for all.

